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Abstract

Multicast Monitoring: Supporting a Robust Multicast Service in the Internet

by

Kamil Saraç

Multicast provides scalable mechanisms to reach hundreds or thousands of

simultaneous receivers in the network. Within the last decade, there has been a

significant effort in developing necessary protocols for multicast and integrating

multicast into the Internet as a transparent service. During this time, it has

been well recognized that the success of multicast highly depends on the avail-

ability of good monitoring and management systems. In this dissertation, we

have focused on this aspect of the problem. We have identified the character-

istics of multicast monitoring tasks and developed mechanisms and protocols

to perform a set of critical monitoring tasks.

For any new service in the Internet, one of the first management tasks

is to verify the availability of the service and maintain its robustness in the

network. This task requires an ability to detect and isolate potential prob-

lems in the network. In the first part of our work, we have mainly focused

on developing systems/protocols to detect the existence of potential multicast

problems in the network. For multicast, problem detection requires monitor-

ing multicast data transfer activity in the network. This monitoring is usually

referred to as reachability monitoring. We have first developed an application-

layer reachability monitoring system called sdr-monitor. This system has been

very useful to the multicast community in detecting potential problems in the

network. Next, we have used this experience to develop a more systematic ap-

x



proach (a generic architecture) for multicast reachability monitoring systems.

And, finally, we have used this architecture to evaluate and improve an already

existing protocol, the Multicast Reachability Monitor (MRM) protocol.

In the second part of our work, we focused on problem isolation for mul-

ticast. Since the multicast service depends on forwarding trees that are cre-

ated dynamically by routers in the network, problem isolation usually requires

collecting multicast tree topologies from the network. In our work, we have

developed a mechanism, called tracetree, for discovering multicast tree topolo-

gies from the network. Tracetree uses the existing multicast forwarding state

for topology discovery. Compared to alternative approaches, tracetree is more

effective, more scalable and more efficient in discovering tree topologies in the

network.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Traffic generated by multimedia-based applications has evolved into a sig-

nificant portion of the Internet traffic[61]. As a result, there is a need to develop

better mechanisms to support multimedia data delivery. New network-services,

such as multicast delivery[30], quality-of-service[18, 83], and in-the-network

processing[16] have all been proposed as solutions.

Of particular interest is multicast service. Multicast offers new opportuni-

ties to reach tens, thousands, even millions of simultaneous receivers in a scal-

able and bandwidth efficient way. The fundamental service offered by multicast

is to solve the bandwidth bottleneck problem at the content server. Multicast

allows one copy of each packet to be sent from a source. These packets are

then replicated at key branching points along a tree connecting all interested

receivers[27].

Most of the work in multicast has been on developing necessary protocols[5];

deploying them in the network[32]; and providing a number of additional ser-

vices on top of this infrastructure including reliability[68], security[52, 84], and

congestion control[50] for multicast. On the other hand, in order to achieve a

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

global deployment, we need to make sure that multicast service is operationally

available and highly robust in the network. This task requires availability of

necessary mechanisms to perform the required monitoring and management

operations for multicast.

We believe that monitoring and management has become a key component

for the success of multicast deployment efforts in the network. Since the mul-

ticast service is in its deployment phase, having a highly available and highly

robust multicast service in the existing infrastructure will encourage other net-

work providers (ISPs) to deploy the service in their network and application

providers to consider using multicast as the communication model in their ap-

plications. This exercise will then result in a globally deployed multicast service

in the Internet scale. In addition, since multicast is the first value-added ser-

vice deployed in the Internet, the success of multicast will help/encourage other

value-added network services, such as quality-of-service (QoS), to be deployed

in the Internet.

The management of multicast traffic is somewhat similar to the management

of unicast traffic but there are differences. The key difference derives from the

fact that multicast traffic can be destined for multiple receivers. This difference

necessarily affects the types of questions asked by network managers. Instead of

monitoring/managing connectivity between pairs of users, multicast deals with

potentially very large groups of users. And instead of monitoring/managing the

links along a single path, multicast deals with links organized into a tree. As a

result, fresh approaches and new mechanisms are needed to perform monitoring

and management tasks for multicast.

From a network management point-of-view, one of the first tasks that we

need to perform is to verify the availability of the service and then maintain

its robustness in the network. For multicast this task is critically important.

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Multicast service is realized through creation and maintenance of forwarding

trees connecting sources and receivers in a multicast group. These trees are

dynamically created and maintained by the routers and there is no feedback in-

formation in the process. Therefore, monitoring and management tasks become

very important to verify availability and robustness of the multicast service in

the network. Without these accomplished, we cannot really talk about the ex-

istence of the service in the network and cannot expect application developers

to use the service for real life applications.

According to Figure 1.1, from a network management point-of-view, first

we need to detect the existence of potential problems in the network. For

multicast, this task requires monitoring multicast data transfer operation in

the network. Once we detect the existence of potential problems, in the next

step we need to locate and isolate these problems in the network. Due to the

dynamic nature of the service and lack of feedback, this task usually requires

collecting information such as multicast tree topology information from inside of

the network. And finally, depending on the nature of the individual problems,

we need to either fix the problem or take necessary pre-cautions to avoid it

in the future. Since the problem domain can be potentially diverse, in this

dissertation, we leave this task to network operators and mainly focus on the

first two steps of this cycle.

In the rest of this chapter, we first present an overview of IP Multicast

which is the multicast service model developed and deployed in the Internet

today and then present a summary of our thesis contributions.

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Detecting a problem
(through monitoring)

Debugging/fixing 
the problem

Locating/isolating the problem
(collecting data from the network)

Figure 1.1: A multicast network management cycle.

1.1 IP Multicast: A Brief Overview

IP Multicast is the standard multicast service developed and deployed in the

Internet[28]. This model is often referred to as Any Source Multicast (ASM)

as it attempts to provide support for a wide range of multicast applications

including one-to-many and many-to-many applications. ASM model was de-

veloped in late 1980s and the first deployment took place in 1992[23, 29, 30].

Due to the lack of support in the network, the initial deployment was in the

form of a virtual flat network called the MBone[22, 23, 34, 37]. With the

success of this initial deployment, router vendors started to support native

multicast routing in their routers and Internet Service Providers (ISPs) started

to deploy native multicast in their networks for testing purposes. Starting

from 1997, the IP multicast infrastructure has transitioned to a topology that

now supports hierarchical routing. In this hierarchical topology, the multi-

cast service in realized by using a set of protocols[5] including (1) a protocol

to construct multicast forwarding trees, the most widely deployed of which is

Protocol Independent Multicast – Sparce Mode (PIM-SM)[31, 35] (others in-

4



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

clude DVMRP[89], MOSPF[63], CBT[14]), (2) the multicast equivalent of the

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) for advertising reverse paths towards sources

called the Multiprotocol Border Gateway Protocol (MBGP)[15], and (3) a pro-

tocol for disseminating information about sources called the Multicast Source

Discovery Protocol (MSDP)[62]. In addition, end-hosts use the Internet Group

Management Protocol (IGMP)[28, 38] to communicate join and leave requests

with the edge routers in their sub-networks.

Soon after the deployment of ASM service in the network, a number of

problems/inefficiencies with the service model have been identified[32]. These

include (1) complexity of the protocol architecture, (2) attacks against mul-

ticast groups by un-authorized transmitters, (3) problems of allocating scarce

global class-D IP addresses, (4) lack of inter-domain scalability, and (5) single

point of failure problems.

It has been realized that most of these problems could be removed if we

target one-to-many applications only. Based on this observation, researchers

developed an alternative service model specifically to support one-to-many ap-

plications. This service model is known as Source Specific Multicast (SSM)[17]

and it is derived from EXPRESS[48]. SSM provides solutions to all of the above

mentioned problems and it requires only a small set of changes in the existing

ASM multicast infrastructure[9]. Since the significant majority of wide scale

multicast applications are one-to-many in nature, such as Internet TV, it is

expected that with the development and deployment of SSM service architec-

ture, multicast will have a better chance of becoming a standard service in the

Internet.

Finally, due to the above mentioned difficulties with the deployment of IP

multicast in the Internet, some researchers have started to look at possibili-

ties of providing multicast support at the application layer. Within the last
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few years, a number of systems have been proposed. These include Yoid[40],

Narada[26], ALMI[70], Overcast[51], and several others. However, doing mul-

ticast at application layer incurs some performance penalty. In general, end

hosts do not have the routing information available to routers. Instead, they

must rely on end-to-end measurements to infer network metrics upon which

the application layer multicast delivery tree is built. Therefore routing in ap-

plication layer multicast trees is inherently less efficient. More importantly,

due to scalability problems, application layer multicast solutions are generally

limited to applications with relatively small-sized (couple dozens) participants,

e.g. video conferencing applications over the Internet.

1.2 Our Contributions

Most of the work related to multicast network management have been

in monitoring various properties of multicast data transmission. These are

mainly monitoring various characteristics of multicast data reception quality[2,

58, 92] (e.g. loss, delay, and jitter); monitoring user behaviour and session

characteristics[6]; monitoring the internal workings of multicast routing proto-

cols[60]; and monitoring various characteristics of multicast forwarding trees

created and used in the network[25]. In Chapter 2, we present our survey

study focusing on a number of key multicast monitoring tools that have been

developed since multicast was first deployed in the Internet[78]. The effort to

classify and describe the various tools gives us insight into how these tools have

evolved, why they have evolved, their weaknesses, and their strengths. Based

on these observations, in Chapter 3, we develop a generic architecture and a set

of characteristics for multicast monitoring systems. This generic architecture

and the set of characteristics provide us with a means to evaluate the exist-
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ing monitoring tools/systems as well as designing and developing new ones.

Later on, we use this architecture and the set of characteristics to evaluate our

sdr-monitor and MRM work in Sections 4.4 and 6.3 respectively.

In the next part of this dissertation, we focus on developing mechanisms

for verifying the availability of multicast service between end-hosts or detecting

existence of multicast problems in the network. As we mentioned previously,

this is the first step of multicast network management cycle. For multicast, this

task requires monitoring multicast data transfer activity in the network and

this monitoring is usually refered to as reachability monitoring. Reachability

monitoring is one of the most important yet one of the most difficult multicast

monitoring tasks[77]. The dynamic nature of multicast trees and the anonymity

of group receivers are two important properties that make it difficult to verify

reachability to all potential receivers in a multicast group. On the other hand,

from a management point-of-view, successfully deploying multicast requires

the ability to build confidence that the network is working in a correct and

predictable manner. This requires mechanisms to monitor and verify successful

multicast data transmission within and between multicast-enabled domains.

For a globally-scoped multicast application, a number of potential receivers

may be located in other domains and the availability of data to these receivers

may be affected by reachability. Network operators must have the ability to

ensure multicast reachability to all potential receivers. This can only be possible

by monitoring multicast reachability both in the intra-domain and the inter-

domain.

In Chapter 4, we present an application layer multicast reachability moni-

toring system called sdr-monitor. Sdr-monitor uses the existing multicast ses-

sion announcement mechanism to monitor multicast reachability[77]. The ses-

sion announcements are periodically sent out to a well-known multicast group
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address and are expected to be received by all multicast users currently run-

ning their session directory tool called sdr[43]. Sdr-monitor has a number

of multicast users participating in our monitoring effort. By collecting and

comparing the available session announcement information from these partici-

pants’ sites, sdr-monitor generates a web-based interface displaying the global

multicast reachability status. In addition, the data that is presented on this

web site is being archived for analysing the long-term reachability behavior.

Through analysis of a three-year worth of reachability data, we show long term

reachability characteristics of global multicast infrastructure and quantify and

characterize a large number of multicast problems and show their effect on the

global reachability status.

In Chapter 5, by using our experience in sdr-monitor and the lessons that

we learned in our survey study, we develop a more systematic approach for

reachability monitoring task. We provide a classification for the reachability

monitoring systems and identify their functional components. We present a

number of alternative implementation techniques for each of these functional

components and provide some guidelines on when to use each implementation.

Later on, in Chapter 6, we use this architecture to evaluate an already existing

protocol, the Multicast Reachability Monitor (MRM) protocol. This protocol

was specifically designed for monitoring multicast data transmission activity

within a domain[11]. As a result of our evaluations, we propose a number

of extensions to the MRM protocol to provide better support for large scale

inter-domain reachability monitoring tasks[10, 41].

So far, we described our work in developing mechanisms for detecting po-

tential multicast problems in the network. As we mentioned previously, after

detecting the existence of potential problems, in the next step we need to locate

and isolate these problems in the network. For multicast, this task requires col-
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lecting multicast related information from inside of the network. Therefore, in

the final part of this dissertation, we focus on this aspect of the problem and

develop a mechanism for collecting multicast tree topology information from

the network. Discovering multicast tree topologies is an important component

of multicast network management[78]. Network managers can use the topology

information as the bases of group monitoring, or can use it to isolate poten-

tial multicast forwarding problems that may occur due to routing protocol

limitations, multicast network mis-configurations, or routing policy decisions.

In addition, topology information has several other uses in reliable multicast

transport protocols, in multicast congestion control protocols, in discovering

network characteristics, etc. In Chapter 7, we present an efficient and scalable

mechanism for discovering multicast tree topologies[81]. We call our approach

tracetree. Compared to alternative approaches, tracetree is a more effective

approach for discovering tree topologies in the network. In this chapter, we

present the basic operation of tracetree and then a number of important issues

related to it. Finally, we evaluate tracetree by comparing it to alternative ap-

proaches based on topology discovery time and topology discovery overhead and

show that our mechanism is comparable or superior to alternative approaches.

1.3 Thesis Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: the next chapter is on previ-

ous and related work. In Chapter 3, we present a generic architecture and a set

of characteristics for multicast monitoring systems. In Chapter 4, we present

sdr-monitor which is an application layer reachability monitoring system for de-

tecting potential multicast problems in the network. In Chapter 5, we develop

a more systematic approach for reachability monitoring and in Chapter 6, we

9
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use this architecture to evaluate and extend an already existing protocol called

Multicast Reachability Monitor (MRM) protocol. In Chapter 7, we introduce

a novel mechanism called tracetree for discovering multicast tree topologies in

the network. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Previous and Related Work

In this chapter, we provide a survey of multicast monitoring tools developed

for various multicast network monitoring and management tasks. Our aim

in this work is to learn what is available to us; what are the main issues in

designing and developing multicast monitoring tools/systems; and what are

the approaches that researchers have used to overcome these problems. In this

direction, we study a large number of monitoring tools/systems and provide a

classification for them.

2.1 Classification

Multicast monitoring tools are primarily used for three closely related pur-

poses: management, debugging and modeling[78]. “Management” is the pro-

cess of making intelligent decisions on how to provision networks and services;

“debugging” is narrowly focused on solving problems immediately affecting

service; and “modeling” is the process of understanding temporal and spatial

characteristics. Figure 2.1 shows a distribution of multicast monitoring tools
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based on this classification. In this figure, the classes do not have strict bound-

aries between them—a monitoring tool can belong to more than one class.

Time progresses from top to bottom, starting with the initial deployment of

the Multicast Backbone (MBone) in 1992. 1997 marks the beginning of efforts

to deploy hierarchical multicast routing[5]. The relative proximity among the

tools are based on their functionality (horizontal proximity) and their intro-

duction time (vertical proximity). The solid lines show where one tool has

significantly influenced another. These kind of relationships exist because the

later tool either (a) used the information produced by the earlier tool or (b)

used a collection technique similar to its predecessor. Finally, at the bottom of

the figure, we show a cloud including the potential candidates for next gener-

ation multicast monitoring systems.

Another useful characteristic for differentiating among the tools is how they

perform their monitoring. Most of the tools in this figure perform passive

monitoring. This means that the tools simply observe data as it already exists

in the network. On the other hand, there are a number of active monitoring

tools (indicated with a ‘*’) that can create and use test data to perform their

monitoring functions. In the rest of this chapter, we briefly describe the tools

in Figure 2.1.

2.2 Debugging Tools

Soon after the deployment of the MBone, there was a need to understand

how well the infrastructure was doing and where problems were occurring.

As a result, the first set of monitoring tools developed were debugging tools.

These tools were developed by researchers actively working on deployment and

maintenance of the early MBone. The tools had narrowly focused functionality
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NIMI*
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*
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Multicast
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Figure 2.1: Classification of multicast monitoring tools.
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and they required an in-depth understanding about the operation of multicast

routing protocols, state of the MBone topology, and an ability to diagnose

problems based on tool feedback. The tools included in this category include

the following:

1. Mrinfo: The mrinfo tool reports on the tunnels and multicast-enabled

interfaces for a router or end-host running multicast routing code[37].

2. Mtrace: The mtrace tool is used to return a snapshot of the set of links

used to connect a particular source with a particular destination[39]. Ad-

ditional mtrace options allow a user to measure the number of multicast

packets flowing across each hop. The mtrace tool is one of the best ways

of discovering the flow of multicast packets through a network.

3. Rtpmon: The rtpmon tool is one of the more useful tools for monitoring

active multicast groups[86]. Rtpmon joins a particular multicast group

address and receives feedback reports from all receivers. These feedback

reports are generated by group members using the Real-time Transport

Control Protocol (RTCP) which is part of the Real-time Transport Pro-

tocol (RTP)[82].

4. Mhealth: The mhealth tool combines rtpmon and mtrace and displays a

real-time, graphical representation of a particular group’s multicast tree

including loss information[57, 58].

5. Dr. Watson: This tool allows a person debugging configuration prob-

lems to send, receive, and monitor packets of various protocol types[13].

Of relevance to multicast is the ability to test the Internet Group Man-

agement Protocol (IGMP)[30].
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6. MultiMON: MultiMON, the IPmulticast Monitor, is a tool that collects,

organizes, and displays statistics about multicast packets flowing across

a Local Area Network (LAN)[75].

7. Route Monitor: The Route Monitor tool is used to collect routing

protocol messages for the Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol

(DVMRP). This information has been used to identify a number of pro-

tocol implementation bugs[60].

As we mentioned before, the original MBone was a virtual flat network on

top of the Internet. The rapid growth of this virtual topology eventually began

to suffer instability and scalability problems. Starting in 1997, this topology

has transitioned to a hierarchical structure. This transition has spurred the

development of a new set of monitoring tasks: reachability monitoring among

multicast enabled domains and monitoring the functioning of the inter-domain

multicast routing protocols. The following are tools created to handle these

new tasks:

8. Mantra: Mantra collects multicast routing table information from a

number of Internet backbone routers and parses this information to create

a global view of various statistics about the topology[71].

9. MantaRay, Otter: Both these tools, developed by the Cooperative

Association for Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA), are visualization tools.

MantaRay is an interactive visualization tool for the MBone topology[64],

and Otter is a general-purpose topology visualization tool[49]. Otter is

used in systems like Mantra.

10. Multicast Beacon: Multicast Beacon is an active measurement soft-

ware to monitor the performance of a multicast session[65]. A number of
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participating sites run monitoring agents to source and receive multicast

test data on a well-known address. They periodically report their data

reception quality to a centralized management site which then processes

and presents the accumulated information in a web page.

11. HPMM: The Hierarchical Passive Multicast Monitor (HPMM) system

provides multicast reachability and data transmission quality monitoring

by using agents co-located with the routers in the network. It implements

an effective reporting mechanisms to avoid implosion[90].

12. MCPM: The Multicast Consolidated Proxy Monitor (MCPM) is a pro-

posal for an integrated system for collecting, analyzing, and presenting

multicast monitoring results to both the end user and the network oper-

ator at the user’s ISP. It aims to use a number of other multicast mon-

itoring tools to perform diagnoses and provide results to users using an

easy-to-understand interface[53].

Part of our work, sdr-monitor, MRM, and tracetree, that we describe in

Chapter 4, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, respectively, belong to inter-domain scale

debugging tools category.

2.3 Management Tools

The term management has become synonymous with the Simple Network

Management Protocol (SNMP)[19] and its Management Information Bases

(MIBs)[20]. However, most of the early management activities conducted in

the MBone were done without the assistance of SNMP. The reason for this is a

side effect of the way the MBone evolved. People working on the MBone were
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more focused on establishing basic functionality than developing robust man-

agement tools. Instead of developing standards for management information

and then the tools to utilize this information, efforts were focused on quickly

creating effective tools. Developing SNMP-based tools is time consuming and

it takes considerable time to standardize and implement MIBs. Solutions were

needed quickly and SNMP was not typically considered as an option. However,

this trend is changing. There has been a demand for more SNMP-based tools

and some are becoming available. The set of management tools developed to

date include the following:

12. Mstat, mview, and mrtree: These three tools were developed at Merit

Networks as prototypes for SNMP-based multicast management[76]. M-

stat is used to access multicast-related MIBs. The collected information

is presented as text-based tables that can then be used by other tools. For

example, mview is a tool that uses mstat to collect information about mul-

ticast sessions. Mview then displays this information graphically. Mrtree

uses cascaded SNMP router queries to provide a text-based representa-

tion of a particular multicast group’s topology.

13. GDT: The Global Distributed Troubleshooting (GDT) system provides

mechanisms to detect and report network problems across administrative

domains[87, 88].

14. Chariot: Chariot, originally developed by Ganymede Software, is a net-

work performance test tool that allows distributed, end-to-end perfor-

mance tests anywhere in a network[1]. It provides a highly flexible way

to test a wide variety of local and wide area networking environments

and infrastructures.
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15. Mmon: Mmon is an SNMP-based commercial tool prototype developed

at Hewlett-Packard Labs[59]. The prototype automatically discovers and

monitors the status of IP multicast routers and topology. From a visual

map, an operator can see the state of the multicast infrastructure and

query statistics about traffic activity.

16. SNMP NG: The next generation of SNMP is designed to have better

security, configuration capabilities, and scalability[21].

2.4 Modeling Tools

Another use of monitoring tools is modeling various properties about net-

work characteristics and user trends. The collected information helps in under-

standing protocol behaviors, user trends and multicast network characteristics.

This information then can be used to refine protocol specifications, fine tune

network configuration parameters, and derive link-level network performance

statistics. Modeling requires collecting long-term data and processing it to

produce statistical results for various characteristics about the network. The

following tools and studies fit into this category:

17. Mrmap, mrdebug: These two tools were developed early in the history

of the MBone to help map and then debug the MBone[3]. While they are

considered debugging tools, the ability to show the multicast topology

also makes them modeling tools.

18. Mwatch: The mwatch tool was another early tool to build a view of the

MBone topology[42]. It worked by “walking” multicast-capable routers

using the mrinfo tool.
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19. Mah’s Study: Mah conducted one of the first studies on multicast traf-

fic analysis[56]. The study focused on the volume and types of traffic

transiting Berkeley’s tunnel to the MBone.

20. Mlisten: Mlisten is one of the early monitoring tools that collected group

membership information[8]. Information collected using mlisten has also

been used to model long-term multicast usage trends[6].

21. Yajnik’s Study: Yajnik, et al. have characterized a controlled MBone

session by analyzing packet loss statistics from 11 participating sites[92].

Their work used this data to examine the spatial and temporal correlation

between packet loss and links in the tree.

22. Handley’s Study: Handley has developed tools to log RTP/RTCP

packets and collect mtraces for an MBone session[44]. The data sets

have been used to manually create a picture of the multicast tree and

collect various statistics about links in the tree.

23. MINC: The Multicast-based Inference of Network-internal Characteris-

tics (MINC) project identifies internal network performance characteris-

tics based on end-to-end multicast measurements[2]. MINC uses RTCP

based data reception reports to infer link-level loss rates and delay statis-

tics by exploiting the inherent correlation in performance observed by

multicast receivers.

24. NIMI: The National Internet Measurement Infrastructure (NIMI) pro-

vides an architecture in which a collection of measurement probes coop-

erate to measure various properties of Internet paths and clouds[69].
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25. Mwalk: The mwalk tool is used to model multicast tree topology charac-

teristics using archived mtrace and mlisten data[24]. Multicast trees are

characterized according to depth, degree, and degree-at-depth metrics for

a variety of generated and real data sets.

2.5 Limitations of Existing Tools

Early multicast monitoring tools mainly focused on debugging problems in

the MBone. These tools were developed by people closely involved in the on-

going deployment and management of the MBone. In addition, the day-to-day

management of the MBone was a relatively unique effort in that these func-

tions were handled via a mailing list. Discussions were typically informal with

the main responsibilities distributed among a few dedicated individuals. As a

result, the debugging strategies and the tools in use have been influenced signif-

icantly by the requirements of dealing with the day-to-day problems that arose

as the MBone grew. This evolutionary process has created several problems:

• Dependence on Application Layer Data: Many early monitoring

tools are dependent on all group members using an application-layer pro-

tocol to exchange participant data. Examples of monitoring tools that

rely on application-layer protocols include those that use RTCP, e.g. rtp-

mon, mlisten, and mhealth. Dependencies on these kinds of protocols

create potential monitoring problems. In particular, difficulties in accu-

rately monitoring group statistics occur when not all decoding/display

tools properly implement the application-layer protocol. The accuracy of

monitoring efforts is complicated when group members have the ability

to receive data without sending feedback information.
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• Requiring Significant Multicast Expertise: Most of the tools devel-

oped during the initial deployment of the MBone required an in-depth

understanding of how multicast works. The problem with this require-

ment is that a high proficiency in multicast operation is a difficult skill

to find in most Network Operation Center (NOC) personnel.

• Lack of SNMP-based Tools: Few of the early tools used SNMP as

the mechanism to gather data or monitor networks. Furthermore, there

was little effort to develop multicast-related MIBs, and even less effort to

implement these in critical places in the network. As a result, the gap

between the techniques used by the multicast experts and the needs of

those expected to manage multicast networks has become even larger.

• Lack of Commercial Tools: There are only a few commercially avail-

able multicast monitoring tools. NOC personnel, who are expected to

keep multicast running properly, cannot rely on tools created as proof-of-

concept prototypes. Since IP multicast has been in active development,

companies have not been willing to put in effort to develop high-quality

tools. This trend is changing. Figure 2.1 shows there have been some

recent commercial interest in developing management tools.

In this chapter, we studied a large number of tools/systems developed for

various multicast monitoring tasks. We classified these tools based on their

functionality and showed interactions among them. In the next chapter, we use

this experience to develop a generic architecture and a set of characteristics for

multicast monitoring systems.
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Chapter 3

The Task of Multicast

Monitoring

In the previous chapter, we discussed a number of early multicast moni-

toring tools. This discussion gives us enough insight to attempt developing

a set of general characteristics for multicast monitoring systems. We start

with a discussion of why multicast monitoring is difficult and different from

unicast monitoring. Then we present a generic architecture and a set of char-

acteristics that are useful for categorizing and evaluating multicast monitoring

tools/systems.

3.1 The Challenges of Multicast Monitoring

Monitoring multicast traffic is somewhat similar to monitoring unicast traf-

fic, but there are differences. The key difference derives from the simple fact

that multicast traffic can be destined for multiple receivers. With multicast,

this level of abstraction carries additional importance because of the added
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complexity associated with delivering a packet to multiple receivers. Instead of

monitoring connectivity between pairs of users, multicast deals with potentially

very large groups of users. And instead of monitoring the links along a single

path, multicast deals with links organized into a tree.

Anonymity of group members and use of UDP makes it difficult to mon-

itor multicast groups. For example, the current multicast model is an open

service model that supports sessions in which anyone can send data to a mul-

ticast group and/or join and receive data from the group[30]. In this model,

senders and receivers may not be known to each other. Support for dynamic

groups makes multicast management more difficult. In particular, reachability

monitoring–the task of verifying whether multicast data from a session source

can be received at a session receiver site–requires additional mechanisms. This

is because in the current IP multicast service model there is no implicit group

coordination or management. Therefore there can be no implicit way of know-

ing the group members.

Consider reachability monitoring as an example of why the specific char-

acteristics of multicast are more of a challenge than unicast. One mechanism

for determining who group members are and whether there exists reachability

between source(s) and receiver(s) is the ping utility. In unicast, ping allows a

source/receiver to test bi-directional reachability to a peer receiver/source. In

the case of multicast, because of the open service model and because ping re-

quests are made to a group instead of a receiver, the source does not know from

whom and from how many group members to expect responses. This creates a

number of problems. First, there is the problem of implosion which can occur

if a very large number of group members choose to send a response within a

small interval. Second, the responses that are sent may only be from a subset

of group members. Receivers who do not have bi-directional connectivity with
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the source will not be heard, i.e. receivers who do not hear the ping request

(in the case of a broken link), or receivers who do not have connectivity in the

reverse direction. On the other hand, a multicast version of ping tool that is

truly analogous to the unicast ping should return reachability status for all the

receivers in the group. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 compares the behavior of multicast

ping as it currently exists and an ideal version of how it should exist.

1R

2R

3R

4R

pingGroup

Ping reply

Ping reply

Ping reply

S

multicast link
Broken

Existing ping: Source learns existence  of receiversreachable

Figure 3.1: Semantics of the current multicast ping.
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1R

2R

3R

4R

Idealized ping: Source learns existence and
reachability status ofall group receivers

pingGroup

Ping reply

Ping reply

S

multicast link
Broken

Ping reply

Ping reply

Figure 3.2: Semantics of an idealized multicast ping.

3.2 A Generic Architecture for Multicast Mon-

itoring Systems

Based on the evolution of multicast monitoring tools, we have developed a

general architecture for multicast monitoring systems[78]. In this architecture

we focus on the basic system components and their functionality. In general, a

multicast monitoring system has a manager component and one or more agent

components. Figure 3.3 presents an example of a basic system architecture for

multicast monitoring. This figure includes two different monitoring scenarios:
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one using network devices and end-host systems for intra-domain monitoring,

and one using end-host systems for inter-domain monitoring. The functionality

in these scenarios can be divided into three steps:

Agent

Agent

Agent

Agent

Manager

Manager

Step 1: Manager configures
agents for monitoring task

Step 2: Agents perform monitoring
and collect statistics

Step 3: Manager collects
statistics from agents

Figure 3.3: A generic monitoring system architecture.

1. Manager configures agents for a particular monitoring task: In

this step, the manager site sends the necessary configuration parameters

to the agents who will perform the monitoring task. The type of commu-

nication between the manager and agents is an important consideration.

Depending on the scale and complexity of the system, this communica-

tion may be as simple as a UDP-based message exchange (with or without
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reliability) or it may be as complex as some type of authenticated and

encrypted message exchange. The use of multicast is sometimes an op-

tion but this solution usually creates as many problems, e.g. reliability

and implosion, as it solves.

2. Agents perform monitoring task: After the agents are configured for

a specific monitoring task, they each conduct their measurements. The

scope of agent functionality in this step can vary widely. On one end of

the spectrum, agents can simply send state information to the manager

based on thresholds or simple probabilities. More complex monitoring

functions may involve active sourcing of test data, generating statistical

data based on a received packet stream, or aggregating results received

from other agents.

3. Manager collects and processes agent reports: Like the other steps,

the report/result collection mechanism in monitoring systems has signif-

icant variability. In some cases, a session manager can poll agents to

receive reports. In other cases, agents send their reports directly to the

manager. As mentioned above, some systems also use agents as inter-

mediary points—using them to form a reporting hierarchy, thus avoiding

report implosion.

Developing this generic architecture is useful in understanding the func-

tional mechanisms of multicast monitoring systems. We believe that this ar-

chitecture captures the essential components of most monitoring tools/systems.

However, it should be considered as only a first approximation. In general, the

components and their functionality depend highly on the requirements of the

particular monitoring task. For example, a monitoring task that requires ob-

serving multicast traffic flow on a particular LAN would require only a simple
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version of this architecture. The architectural components may even be com-

bined into one relatively straightforward tool, e.g. MultiMON. On the other

hand, a system’s architecture may be fairly complex. A monitoring system

may have to generate test packets from numerous locations in a coordinated

attempt to capture an accurate snapshot of network-wide reachability. In this

case, the manager would have to configure a number of monitoring daemons

in the network to collect and report statistical data. Using the results, the

manager might then take action based on the interpretation of these reports,

and then correct observed problems automatically. In the next section, we fol-

low up the generic architecture with a set of characteristics useful for further

describing multicast monitoring systems.

3.3 Characteristics of Multicast Monitoring

Systems

After studying the architectural properties of multicast monitoring systems,

we now turn our attention to the operational characteristics of these systems. In

this section, we present a number of characteristics that should be considered

when designing and developing multicast monitoring systems. Furthermore,

these characteristics can be used as metrics to compare the effectiveness of any

of the multicast monitoring systems we have discussed. The important char-

acteristics that should be considered when designing or evaluating a multicast

monitoring system include:

• Intra- vs Inter-Domain Support: A multicast monitoring system may

need to support both intra-domain and inter-domain monitoring. Each

kind of monitoring has potentially different functional requirements. For
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example, access to network devices in the intra-domain is typically un-

limited and devices can be fully controlled by the NOC. NOC personnel

are expected not only to monitor the network but also to solve problems

that arise. Monitoring in the inter-domain is based on much more lim-

ited access to devices. Typically, instead of monitoring with the goal of

management, the goal is instead to confirm that (a) problems do exist,

and (b) problems are located in a remote domain.

• Scalability: Scalability requires architecture bottlenecks (e.g. complex-

ity, message overhead, processing, etc.) to increase sub-linearly with (a)

the number of monitoring devices, and (b) the overall size of the network.

A multicast monitoring system should adopt mechanisms to prevent un-

necessary traffic on the network and excessive processing load on the

participating nodes. One particularly important scalability requirement

is the ability to control report implosion. Implosion can occur when a

centralized collection site is used and the system supports alarms, i.e.

asynchronous reports of error conditions. For example, while monitoring

availability and reception quality of multicast data in a multicast session,

failure of a critical link close to the session source would likely cause many

receivers to generate alarms.

• Security: Security is another important issue in monitoring systems.

Network devices used in intra-domain multicast monitoring tests are usu-

ally production components and should only be accessed in a controlled

manner by authorized personnel. These devices should be configured to

accept connections and/or service requests from management sites only.

Communication between management sites and these devices should be

encrypted and/or authenticated to prevent malicious attacks. For the
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inter-domain case, the potential for attack and mistrust is much greater.

In addition to intra-domain concerns, inter-domain security mechanisms

need to be used to control accesses by authorized users in remote domains.

• Extensibility: Extensibility deals with the issue of a system’s ability to

support the collection of new sets of data. SNMP offers a good model.

In SNMP, there is a key distinction between the protocol to collect data

and the kinds of data that can be collected. Similarly, multicast moni-

toring systems should support collection of as little or as much data as is

necessary.

• Device Flexibility: A monitoring system that is able to support data

collection at internal network devices as well as edge devices is likely to

offer more useful monitoring data. Again, SNMP offers a good model to

follow. SNMP support is provided in almost all types of devices from

routers and switches to printers and peripherals. Edge devices provide

a good end-to-end, user-level view, while internal network devices help

show exactly where problems are occurring.

• Multicast Independence: In a multicast monitoring system, successful

communication between a monitoring coordination site and monitoring

agents, even in the presence of faults, is important. Monitoring systems

should not depend solely on the availability of multicast for communi-

cating control information. If multicast were used as the only mecha-

nism to provide control information exchanges, monitoring and reporting

mechanism breakdown and the effectiveness of monitoring jeopardized.

However, multicast is important as it is a particularly effective mecha-

nism for achieving scalability. Several of the tools discussed so far (e.g.
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mtrace and RTCP-based tools) provide excellent functionality but only

when multicast is working properly.

• Abstraction and Presentation: An important step after monitoring

data has been successfully collected is how to turn the data into useful

information. Some multicast monitoring systems, like sdr-monitor, Man-

taRay, and Mantra have shown how to visualize monitoring data and

create easy-to-decipher results.

In this chapter, we presented our efforts in developing a generic architecture

and a set of characteristics useful in evaluating as well as designing and devel-

oping multicast monitoring systems. Later on, we will use this architecture

and the set of characteristics in evaluating our sdr-monitor and MRM work in

Sections 4.4 and 6.3 respectively.
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Chapter 4

Application Layer Reachability

Monitoring

As we mentioned before, for any new service in the Internet, one of the

first management tasks is to verify the availability of the service and maintain

its robustness in the network. This task requires ability to detect and isolate

potential problems in the network. In this part of our work, we focus on devel-

oping systems/protocols to detect existence of potential multicast problems in

the network. For multicast, problem detection requires monitoring multicast

data transfer activity in the network. This monitoring is usually referred to as

reachability monitoring. In this chapter, we first present the need for reacha-

bility monitoring systems for multicast and then present an application layer

reachability monitoring system called sdr-monitor.
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4.1 The Need for Reachability Monitoring

From a management point-of-view, successfully deploying multicast requires

the ability to build confidence that the network is working in a correct and pre-

dictable manner. This requires mechanisms to monitor and verify successful

multicast data transmission within and between multicast-enabled domains.

Compared to multicast reachability, unicast reachability is a much easier prob-

lem. Unicast deals with communication between two known end points. Thus,

unicast reachability involves only the links along the path between these two

sites. On the other hand, in the multicast model, any sender can send data to

a multicast channel and any receiver can join to the channel without explicitly

notifying the senders or any other administrative entity[30]. This means that

the number of receivers and senders may be unknown to individual sites. Mon-

itoring reachability in this environment becomes more complex for a number of

reasons. Among them, the underlying data path changes into a tree topology,

and this tree can change over time.

The ability to establish, monitor and maintain multicast reachability is an

important requirement in today’s hierarchical multicast infrastructure. For a

globally-scoped application, a number of potential receivers may be located in

other domains and the availability of data to these receivers may be affected

by reachability. Different applications will be affected differently by multicast

reachability problems. Network operators must have the ability to ensure mul-

ticast reachability to all potential receivers.

Soft-state based multicast applications are good examples that are particu-

larly susceptible to reachability problems. A general characteristics of soft-state

protocols is that sources periodically transmit refresh messages to one or more

number of receivers over lossy communication channels[72]. On the other hand,
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receivers keep these refresh messages for a finite amount of time. If a receiver

does not receive any refresh messages during a timeout period, it removes the

state from its cache/memory. This behavior of soft-state protocols have an

important implication for soft-state based multicast applications. In multicast,

sources and receivers may not know existence of each other. That is, sources

do not get any feedback from the receivers (to avoid implosion) and receivers

assume no source in the absence of update messages (to avoid connection es-

tablishment complexities, etc.). In this situation, lack of update messages at a

receiver site may be because of some type of reachability problems or it may be

due to an in-active source. But the soft-state nature of the application makes

the problem hard to detect and hard to isolate.

4.2 Sdr-Monitor: A Global Session Monitoring

Tool

In this section, we describe our system, sdr-monitor, which has been de-

veloped to monitor reachability in the global multicast infrastructure[77, 79].

In an ideal case, monitoring reachability in a global scale requires sources and

receivers in all different domains to work together to collect this information.

That is, a sender in each domain should first send periodic heartbeat messages

to a multicast channel. Second, receivers located in all other domains should

be listening to this channel. And finally, these receivers should be reporting

what sessions they see to a centralized site. The centralized site then uses this

information to generate a real-time visualization of global reachability. Even

though it is difficult to achieve this ideal coverage, we have attempted to involve

as many sites as possible in our study.
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One way that we attempt to improve coverage is to make becoming an sdr-

monitor participant as easy as possible. Therefore, our approach is to build a

system based on existing mechanisms. This has saved development time and

is easier to deploy on a wide scale. Our system is based on the use of multicast

session announcements as heartbeat mechanism. This heartbeat serves as a

way of monitoring reachability. In this section we first describe a standard

mechanism to communicate multicast session announcements and then present

the sdr-monitor architecture. Finally, we describe the outputs generated by

sdr-monitor.

4.2.1 Multicast Session Announcements and Sdr Session

Directory Tool

As mentioned above, we use multicast session announcements to monitor

reachability. These announcements have traditionally been used in the MBone

as a way of informing the community about the availability of multicast confer-

ences and broadcasts[23]. One mechanism to communicate session announce-

ments in the MBone is the sdr tool[43]. Sdr is based on the Session Announce-

ment Protocol (SAP)[45]. In SAP, announcements are periodically sent to a

well known multicast address (SAP.MCAST.NET) with a certain scope. SAP

is a soft-state based protocol in which reliability is achieved by periodically

sending announcements. Acknowledgements are not used. Not every receiver

is expected to receive every announcement every time it is sent, but enough

should be received to build an accurate session list. From a reachability per-

spective, these SAP packets are a good source of one-way ping messages; sent

from a widely scattered set of sources; and received by a potentially large num-

ber of receivers.
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Sdr is the tool most commonly used for creating and communicating ses-

sion announcements[43]. When a user wants to create a session announcement,

he/she uses the graphical interface of sdr tool to provide necessary information

for the session announcement entry. This information includes session name,

multicast group addresses, media types, etc. Sdr then creates an announce-

ment entry using the Session Description Protocol (SDP)[46] and periodically

announces it using SAP. Figure 4.1 presents an example session announcement

entry created by sdr tool. In addition, sdr listens to the SAP address for an-

nouncements by other users. When an announcement is received, sdr caches

the information and presents a continuously-updated list to the user. All ses-

sions for which an announcement has been received within the previous hour

are included in this list. To maintain robustness and keep its list up-to-date, sdr

writes the current set of announcements to a cache directory periodically. This

way, when a user starts sdr, the tool does not have to wait for new announce-

ments to arrive from the network. Instead, it reads the available announcement

entries from the cache, and uses them to populate its announcement list.

In addition to using SAP announcements as a heartbeat mechanism, sdr

has a critical feature that enables us to easily collect feedback from remote

participants. Sdr allows users to run customized code that executes when

certain conditions occur. Each user puts its code into an “sdr.tcl” file. When

sdr starts, it automatically reads the user-specified code and executes it. This

mechanism enables users to add customized functionality to sdr. As we present

in the next subsection, we use this mechanism as the basis of our multicast

reachability monitoring task.
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n=2154771466 2154771466 1020577210 224.2.127.254 9875
127 trusted none none noauth noenc notset notset

k=
v=0
o=almeroth 3208002774 3208002881 IN IP4 jackson.cs.ucsb.edu
s=IMJ – Channel 1
i=The Interactive Multimedia Jukebox. Go to the IMJ WWW

site at http://imj.gatech.edu/ and select a program. The IMJ will
schedule the program and start playout at the time shown on
the WWW page.

u=http://imj.gatech.edu/
e=Kevin C. Almeroth (almeroth@cs.ucsb.edu)
p=Kevin C. Almeroth (805)893-2777
t=3208001400 3230000000
a=tool:sdr v3.0
a=type:broadcast
m=audio 19960 RTP/AVP 0
c=IN IP4 224.2.1.1/127
m=video 61000 RTP/AVP 31
c=IN IP4 224.2.2.1/127

Figure 4.1: An example multicast session description entry.

4.2.2 The Sdr-Monitor Architecture

Sdr-based multicast session announcements provide a sufficient mechanism

for reachability monitoring. Sdr-monitor uses available session announcements

from topologically and geographically distributed sites to build a represen-

tation of the reachability status in the global multicast infrastructure. The

sdr-monitor architecture includes the following components:
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Session Announcement Originators: Any user that sends multicast ses-

sion announcements on the SAP address (using sdr or any other tool) becomes

a source for sdr-monitor heartbeat messages.

Sdr-Monitor Participants: Any sdr user can potentially be a part of our

project. Currently sdr-monitor has around 100 registered participants. On

average, there are 26 active participants. These participants use a sender script

to deliver their sdr cache entries to the sdr-monitor collection site (see Figure

4.2). This sender script is a small Tcl script that is appended to the sdr.tcl

file. While sdr is running, the sender script runs parallel to sdr. At every hour,

the sender script first forces sdr to write the current set of announcements to

the cache directory and then sends these announcements to the sdr-monitor

collection site via email. This mechanism provides a reliable method to collect

what sessions are seen at remote sites. The email sent by the sender script also

includes other useful information including a sequence number. This number is

used to determine how long sdr has been running at the participant site.

Central Collection/Processing Site: At the sdr-monitor collection site, a

manager receives emails from remote sites and processes them. The manager

runs as a daemon process and periodically checks for incoming email messages.

The manager uses these messages to generate a web page displaying a reach-

ability matrix. The web page is continually updated as new information is

received. In addition, the manager takes a snapshot of the reachability matrix

every hour and archives it for long-term analysis. More details about each are

described next.
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Figure 4.2: The sdr-monitor architecture.
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4.2.3 Sdr-Monitor Outputs

Sdr-monitor produces two outputs: a real-time web page and an archival

data set. The sdr-monitor web page displays the current view of global multi-

cast reachability for all known global sessions for all sdr-monitor participants.

The archival data set is a snapshot of this reachability taken once an hour and

used for long term reachability analysis.

Sdr-Monitor Web Page

The web page is used to give the multicast community a real-time picture of

reachability in the multicast infrastructure. It consists of two parts: a session

reachability matrix and a participant list. These two parts are further described

as follows:

Session Reachability Matrix: The session matrix visualizes whether each

globally announced session is known to each sdr-monitor participant. A snap-

shot of part of the matrix is shown in Figure 4.3. The first column contains

session information including name, time-to-live (TTL), IP address of the an-

nouncing host, and a time offset since the last time sdr-monitor received a

report with this session in it. Each of the remaining columns corresponds to

an active sdr-monitor participant. A white cell in a row means that the session

announcement in this row is visible to the participant represented by the col-

umn. A black cell (red on the web page) means that the session announcement

is not visible. Announcements on the matrix are sorted based on the number

of current participants reporting these sessions. The most widely seen session

is reported first.
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Figure 4.3: A snapshot of the session reachability matrix from the sdr-monitor

web page.
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Figure 4.4: A snapshot of the participant table from the sdr-monitor web page.
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Participant List: The participant list displays information about currently

active sdr-monitor participants. Figure 4.4 shows a snapshot of the participant

list. Each row contains information about a participant including the email

address, geographic location, IP address, and the number of global session

advertisements seen and not seen. Entries in this table are sorted by the number

of sessions visible to the participant. The participant seeing the most sessions

is shown in the first column.

Assuming a large number of participants from diverse places around the

world, the sdr-monitor web page displays the reachability status between a

large number of networks. Because only globally scoped announcements are

displayed on the web page, all participants should see all sessions. By exam-

ining this real-time snapshot, the web page can be used to quickly identify

reachability problems in the infrastructure. Over the course of this project we

have become relatively adept at seeing patterns in the matrix. Some conclu-

sions that can be drawn by looking at the web page include:

• A row with a single white cell indicates that the session announcement

originator has local connectivity problems. Every row must have at least

one white cell or otherwise sdr-monitor does not know about it. The

one white cell for these types of sessions corresponds to either the session

announcement originator or another participant close to it.

• A column with more than one but still only a few white cells is an indi-

cation of a local reception problem. If this site is also a sender, this result

can be correlated with the appropriate row to determine if there are bi-

directional reachability problems. However, we have frequently observed

that connectivity is working in one direction, but not both. In most of

these cases, sites experience reception problems.
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• Because of the way the matrix is organized, white cells are concentrated

in the upper-left corner and black/red cells are concentrated in the lower-

right corner. If problems do occur, the reachability matrix will concen-

trate the negative results in the lower-right corner.

• One of the most interesting cases occurs when a group of white cells ap-

pears in a block of black/red or a group of black/red cells appears in

a block of white cells. These cases may indicate potential connectivity

problems within or between multicast capable domains. In general, since

the multicast community works to ensure that the infrastructure is not

split, these types of patterns should not occur. Therefore, this is likely to

be an important error condition and should be correctable. When con-

ducting our analysis we focus on counting and characterizing the duration

of these types of events.

• For session announcement originators, if we knew the network they ex-

ist in and which networks are inter-domain peers, we could correlate

black/red areas. This would allow us to identify peering problems be-

tween specific networks. Currently, we do this on an ad hoc basis. A

future work in this direction is to incorporate the functionality into the

web page automatically.

Archival Data Set

The archival data set contains information taken from the reachability ma-

trix on a periodic basis. A snapshot of the reachability information contained

in the web page is captured at one hour intervals and stored for later use. En-

tries in the data set indicate which session announcements were received by

which sdr-monitor participants. In the following section, we use this data to
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analyze long term reachability in the multicast infrastructure and to count and

characterize reachability problems.

4.3 Reachability Analysis

In this section, we present a three-step analysis of three year’s worth of

sdr-monitor data. In the first step, data is processed to remove mis-formed

and non-globally scoped sdr announcements. In the second step, we process

the data further to remove artifacts caused by intermittent behaviors in sdr

users, session announcements, and sdr-monitor participants. At the end of the

second phase we hope to have eliminated all of the problems caused by using

sdr as the underlying reachability mechanism. In the third step, we specifically

focus on reachability problems and attempt to characterize their number and

duration.

There are two types of reachability that could be considered: sender-to-

receiver and receiver-to-sender. The session announcement mechanism used by

sdr produces sender-to-receiver reachability information. Using sdr, we cannot

monitor reachability in the reverse direction, i.e. receiver-to-sender reachability.

Focusing only on source-to-receiver reachability, there are two perspectives that

can be taken. They are:

• Source-Based Reachability: For each site announcing an sdr session,

we compute the percentage of sdr-monitor participants who see announce-

ments from that site. To calculate this, we count the number of sdr-

monitor participants who see the announcement and divide it by the

number of current sdr-monitor participants.

• Receiver-Based Reachability: For each sdr-monitor participant site,
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we compute the percentage of global sessions seen. We take the number

of announcements seen by an sdr-monitor participant and divide it by

the total number of currently announced global sessions.

The difference between the two is mostly semantic. Therefore, we only need

to consider one type of reachability–source-based reachability.

4.3.1 Phase 0: Data Collection

Our analysis is based on a data set collected between April 1, 1999 and

March 31, 2002. During this time, as long as sdr was running at a participant

site, our sender script (running in these sites) periodically packed the available

session announcements into an email and sent it to the sdr-monitor collection

site. Results reflect our estimate of what participants actually see at their

remote site. However, this may not be the actual reachability at these sites.

In the remainder of this section, we list problems we identified and how we

processed the data set to remove those problems.

4.3.2 Phase 1: Pre-Processing and Initial View

Our data set includes a number of entries that are not useful for global

reachability monitoring. In general, either the data appears in the cache even

though it is not being refreshed or the data is for a non-global session. The

specific types of filtering we perform in Phase 1 are as follows:

• Announcements with TTL less than 127: All announcements with

a TTL of less than 127 are filtered. This is done because it is difficult to

determine which sdr-monitor sites should actually see these “less-than-

global” sessions.
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• Administratively scoped session announcements: All administra-

tively scoped session announcements including those announced with a

global scope are filtered. Even though these sessions may have a global

TTL, they will likely be blocked at administrative boundaries.

• Stale announcements: All sessions that have not received a soft-state

update in the previous hour are considered “stale” and filtered. Stale

announcements might be sent by sdr-monitor participants for one of sev-

eral reasons. First, old versions of sdr do not expire stale announcements

properly. Second, when a user starts sdr, the tool reads in the cached an-

nouncements and treats them as newly received announcements. When

the sender script code is invoked, it will pack all announcements into a

file and send them to the sdr-monitor collection site. In the first email

received, it will look like announcements for some sessions have been re-

ceived even though this is not the case. By looking at the last time an

announcement was actually received, we can decide whether it is stale

and should be removed.

Before presenting results after Phase 1 processing, it is worthwhile to note

that we consider reachability of announcement sites rather than that of indi-

vidual announcements. Different sites are responsible for different numbers of

session announcements. Some sites advertise as much as couple dozen sessions.

However, we are only interested in reachability on a per-site basis and not

per-announcement. Therefore, in order not to skew our results by arbitrarily

weighting certain sites, we consider a site only once in our following analysis.

For each session announcing site, we compute a daily average reachability.

This is computed by averaging the visibility of sites for each day. Visibility of a

site is computed by dividing the number of participants receiving an announce-
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ment by the total number of active participants. We then divide announcing

sites into four groups based on their daily average visibility. The four groups

are: 0%-25%, 26%-50%, 51%-75%, and 76%-100%. Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7

show the breakdown of results over three year-long period. As an example,

according to Figure 4.5, at the end of March 2000, 40% of announcement sites

had less than 25% visibility; 60% of sites had less than 50% visibility and 90%

of sites had less than 75% visibility. Noteworthy about these results are the

following:

• Overall reachability seems very poor. There are a large percentage of an-

nouncing sites (approximately 30% in average) that send announcements

seen by less than 25% of sdr-monitor participant sites for the majority of

our monitoring time (first two years).

• Reachability varies wildly. There are no distinctive trends and significant

variability exists day-to-day.

In trying to understand the results, we have found that dynamic behavior

among sdr users, session announcements, and sdr-monitor participants con-

tributes significantly. In the next section we look to process the data in such a

way to eliminate all problems related to using sdr as the underlying reachability

mechanism.

4.3.3 Phase 2: Removing Sdr Artifacts

In this section we deal with the artifacts of using sdr as the underlying

mechanism for monitoring reachability. In particular, we must deal with the

following problems:
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Figure 4.5: Average visibility for session announcing sites: Apr99-Mar00.
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Figure 4.6: Average visibility for session announcing sites:Apr00-Mar01.
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Figure 4.7: Average visibility for session announcing sites: Apr01-Mar02.
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Sdr-monitor Participant Behavior. In the data collection period, not all

sdr-monitor participants were running sdr continuously. This means that not

all participants are continuously reporting the sessions in their sdr caches.

Therefore, the number and identity of participants actively sending their re-

ports is not constant over long periods of time. Since each participant has

a potentially different picture of global reachability, their joining and leaving

can cause dramatic changes in sdr-monitor’s results. Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10

show daily participation during the data collection period. The solid line in

the figures shows the number of unique sdr-monitor participants. The dotted

line gives the daily average of the number of active participants. The figures

show that the average number of participants varies enough to cause some of

the variability seen in Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7.

Behavior of Session Announcing Sites. Similar to the above problem,

the number of sites sourcing session announcements is also dynamic. Figures

4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 show the average and unique numbers of sites sending

announcements. The results show that sites frequently start and stop sending

session announcements. In some cases, even though a session has not ended,

the sdr tool advertising the session may be stopped. Like participants who see

different sets of sites, session announcing sites will be seen by different sets of

participants. Each time a site starts or stops advertising a session, it affects

the perceived global reachability.

Visibility Changes at Announcement Start and End. When a site

starts sending a session announcement, it takes some time until the announce-

ment reaches all participants. During this startup period, the number of sites

who immediately see a session will be relatively poor. It is not possible to take
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Figure 4.8: Average and unique number of participants by day: Apr99-Mar00.
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Figure 4.9: Average and unique number of participants by day: Apr00-Mar01.
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Figure 4.10: Average and unique number of participants by day: Apr01-Mar02.

an accurate measure of reachability until all participant sites have had suffi-

cient time to receive an announcement. Similarly, when a session announcing

site stops advertising a session, inaccuracies can also occur. In order to esti-

mate what the start and end behavior is, we have isolated a set of cases from

the data set. Data with the following properties was used: 1) a session lasted

longer than 12 hours, 2) it had at least 10 participants reporting it as visible at

the end of the first 12 hours, and, 3) all these participants were continuously

reporting their sdr caches during this 12 hours. We identified announcement

chunks with these properties and computed their average visibilities at each

hour during this 12 hour period. Figure 4.14 shows the average reachability at

the beginning of a session announcement. We expect it to take at most two

hours for announcements to reach all reachable participants but according to

Figure 4.14, it takes at least one hour for a newly started session announce-
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Figure 4.11: Average and unique number of announcement sites by day: Apr99-

Mar00.
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Figure 4.12: Average and unique number of announcement sites by day: Apr00-

Mar01.
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Figure 4.13: Average and unique number of announcement sites by day: Apr01-

Mar02.
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Figure 4.14: Observed behavior for the start of a session announcement.

ment to reach approximately 80% of reachable sdr-monitor participants and

then the figure presents a heavy-tail distribution. We do not have a strong

reason for this behavior other than attributing it to potential high loss rates

between session announcing sites and sdr-monitor participants.

We conducted a similar analysis for behavior at the end of a session an-

nouncement. There are two reasons why a session would be removed from an

sdr cache. First, the end of a session’s lifetime may be reached. In this case, sdr

should be able to use the wall-clock-time to determine that the session adver-

tisement lifetime has ended. Second, a session may be prematurely terminated.

Either the sdr tool announcing the session could be terminated or the particu-

lar session could be deleted. In either case, the session is no longer announced.

Other caches should remove the session after not receiving an announcement

for an hour. Figure 4.15 shows the expected behavior and the observed behav-

ior. The difference between the two is a result of there being a period of time

in which some sdr-monitor participants report having heard from the session

in the last hour while others report not seeing the session.
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Figure 4.15: Observed behavior for the end of a session announcement.

Short Lived Sessions. Due to visibility behavior at announcement start

and end, sessions with a short lifetime particularly contribute to poor per-

ceived reachability. Figure 4.16 shows a breakdown of session announcements

by lifetimes. This figure shows that there are a lot of announcements with a

very short lifetime. These announcements contribute to poor perceived reacha-

bility because the announcement has started and ended before all sdr-monitor

participants have had a time to receive and cache the announcement.

The reasons just discussed clearly affect the reachability characteristics dis-

played in Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. However, they are all related to the mecha-

nism that we use to collect reachability information. From a multicast reach-

ability perspective, they are not the true reachability problems that we are

interested in identifying and characterizing. Once we identified these types of

problems, we were able to filter them out from the data set. Figures 4.17, 4.18

and 4.19 display the reachability characteristics in a way similar to Figures

4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 respectively but after the Phase 2 filtering process. According

to this figure, overall reachability improves but the same general patterns still
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Figure 4.16: Breakdown of global announcements based on lifetime.
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Figure 4.17: Average visibility for session announcing sites after Phase 2 pro-

cessing: Apr99-Mar00.

exist.

4.3.4 Phase 3: Characterizing Reachability Problems

After Phase 2 processing we believe we have a data set that only includes

end-to-end reachability problems. Our goal is now to analyze the frequency

and duration of these problems. However, before continuing, it is worth making

one final comment about the use of sdr traffic as a reachability heartbeat. Sdr
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Figure 4.18: Average visibility for session announcing sites after Phase 2 pro-

cessing: Apr00-Mar01.
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Figure 4.19: Average visibility for session announcing sites after Phase 2 pro-

cessing: Apr01-Mar02.
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traffic is bursty, sent infrequently, and susceptible to loss. So while network

connectivity between two sites may exist, there is no guarantee that sdr traffic

is actually received. We accept this as a characteristic of our system and even

embrace it. Our sense is that if periodic traffic over the course of an hour

can not be received, then criteria for connectivity are not being met. Other

research efforts are underway that analyze network layer statistics[71, 91].

Our remaining analysis is based on characterizing a specific type of reach-

ability problem. This analysis was conducted using the data set produced by

Phase 2 processing. The specific event we are looking for can be described as

follows: an sdr-monitor participant site initially sees a session announcement

and then does not; while at the same time other sdr-monitor participant sites

continue to see the session announcement. This type of reachability problem

occurs only after an sdr-monitor site first receives an announcement, and then

does not. This type of event is logically represented using the graphs shown in

Figure 4.20.

When an event of the type in Figure 4.20 occurs we count it as a visibility

loss event. In order to compare the number of loss events to the total number

of events we define a successful visibility transition event. This event occurs

when a session announcement is seen by an sdr-monitor participant in two

consecutive snapshots. Figures 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23 show the loss events as a

percentage of the total number of possible events. By reporting loss events

as a percentage, we normalize the number of loss events over the number of

participants and the number of source originating sites. The results in Figure

4.21 show an odd surge in errors during the month of January 2000. We do not

have an explanation for this. Otherwise, the percentage of problems seems to

have increased slightly during the first year and then moved back to its earlier

rate in later years.
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Figure 4.21: Loss events as a percentage of total events: Apr99-Mar-00.
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Figure 4.22: Loss events as a percentage of total events: Apr00-Mar-01.
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Figure 4.23: Loss events as a percentage of total events: Apr01-Mar-02.
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Figure 4.24: Duration of reachability outages.

Having quantified the number of problems, we now attempt to characterize

whether problems are short-lived or long-lived. Problems that lasted for only a

short time partially contributed to the irregular visibility characteristics shown

in Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and Figures 4.17, 4.18, 4.19. Our analysis consisted of

first identifying all the cases in which an sdr-monitor participant saw a session,

then did not see it, and then saw it again. If we were to use only visibility

loss events, there would be cases when a session was seen and then never seen

again. We would not be able to tell if the loss condition was permanent or it

was a combination of a loss event and the end of a session. Figure 4.24 shows a

distribution of the visibility outages. The results, shown on a log-scale, exhibit

characteristics of a heavy-tailed exponential distribution. Most reachability

outages are short-lived. However, some outages lasted several days. Our own

qualitative experience, based on continuously advertising the Interactive Mul-

timedia Jukebox (IMJ) sessions, suggests that outages can even last for weeks
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at a time.

We continue with a qualitative analysis and suggest a number of reasons

why reachability problems are so common. These include the following:

Local Connectivity Problems at Participant Sites: During the data

collection period, we observed cases in which some participants reported only

the announcements that were local to them. However, the data suggests that

local problems are not permanent. When these local problems are solved or

re-occur they create a significant number of visibility loss events. Our belief is

that local connectivity problems occur frequently for some sites; that multicast

is a relatively unstable service, especially for new sites. Over time, sites become

more experienced at correctly configuring the network and so multicast becomes

more stable.

Inter-domain Connectivity/Peering Problems: Another observation is

that a number of announcements are only reported by one or a few num-

ber of non-local participants. In these cases, announcement originating sites

and sdr-monitor participant sites may not be on the same local network, but

are topologically close to each other–likely within the same AS. Reachability

problems to other domains can be linked either to inter-domain peering mis-

configurations or more fundamental protocol problems. The limitations of the

Multicast Source Discovery Protocol (MSDP)[62] is an example of a possible

source of problems.

Trans-oceanic Connectivity Problems: Problems are also frequently ca-

used by trans-oceanic links. In the data set, we observed many cases in which

announcements originating from a site in Asia or Europe were only visible to
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participants in countries in those regions. Furthermore, announcements origi-

nating in the United States were only visible to US participants. We believe

that these reachability problems are caused by network congestion and/or mul-

ticast connectivity problems between continents.

We use the reachability characteristics of session announcing sites to analyze

reachability characteristics for the global multicast infrastructure. In this last

part of our analysis, we classify session announcing sites based on their average

visibility (Vavg) and their non-outage rates (Rn/o). Average visibility for a site

is the average of its visibility ratios during its lifetime. The non-outage ratio

for a site is the ratio of the number of time intervals without a visibility loss

event to its lifetime. We define health of a site as the product of its average

visibility and its non-outage ratio. A site with very good visibility and a high

non-outage ratio will have a product close to one and is considered a healthy

site. On the other hand, sites with poor visibility and/or low non-outage ratio

will be unhealthy. Figure 4.25 shows a grouping of sites based on their health.

In this figure we only consider sites with a cumulative lifetime (Lcum) of more

than a day. According to the figure, a majority of sites are not healthy (health

< 0.3). Most of the unhealthy sites are unhealthy because of a low average

visibility. Only a few sites are unhealthy because of a poor non-outage ratio.

Majority of the sites with relatively good health (over 0.6) are the ones with

a relatively short lifetime (with a few exceptions). Popular/frequent session

announcing sites have only average health. Table 4.1 shows health ratios for

20 most active session announcing sites.
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Figure 4.25: Grouping of session announcing sites based on their health.
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Host Lcum Vavg Rn/o Health

128.223.83.33 (UofO) 29421 0.764 0.880 0.672
128.223.214.23 (UofO) 18084 0.764 0.864 0.660
horla.enst.fr (ENST-FR) 17703 0.392 0.809 0.318
130.240.64.67 (LUTH-SE) 17202 0.651 0.823 0.536
131.182.10.250 (NASA) 16855 0.559 0.853 0.476
128.111.52.10 (UCSB) 14703 0.707 0.774 0.547
205.189.33.76 (CANARIE INC-CA) 14524 0.472 0.796 0.376
130.240.194.242 (LUTH-SE) 12903 0.635 0.813 0.516
tower-u1.cisco.com (CISCO) 10076 0.615 0.717 0.441
130.240.196.181 (LUTH-SE) 9630 0.642 0.846 0.543
142.92.39.42 (CRC-CA) 9594 0.506 0.753 0.381
129.174.216.85 (George Mason U) 9582 0.207 0.855 0.177
63.105.122.6 (MulticastTech.com) 8804 0.697 0.926 0.645
nrk1.mbone.hiof.no (HIOF-NO) 8770 0.643 0.854 0.549
ruby.cs.ndsu.nodak.edu (NDSU) 8345 0.766 0.817 0.625
159.134.237.181 (Telecom Eireann-IE) 7747 0.503 0.692 0.348
goddard.ecrc.net (C&W Deutschland-DE) 6995 0.438 0.844 0.370
pisces.scar.utoronto.ca (UToronto-CA) 6696 0.096 0.978 0.094
viper2.ecn.purdue.edu (Purdue U) 6696 0.507 0.557 0.292
128.178.10.2 (EPFL-CH) 6599 0.607 0.817 0.495

Table 4.1: Health of the 20 most active session announcing hosts.
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4.4 Evaluation of Sdr-monitor as a Monitoring

Tool

As a monitoring tool, sdr-monitor has a number of areas that could be

improved. In large part, many of the problems relate to the use of SAP as a

heartbeat mechanism. These problems include:

• Lack of flexible monitoring: Sdr-monitor can only report reachability

between sites that are advertising sessions and sdr-monitor participants.

Furthermore, this reachability is in only one direction.

• Lack of heartbeat message control: Sdr-monitor cannot control the

frequency of heartbeat messages sent by sources. Packets are sent pe-

riodically (approximately once every 5 minutes), and this may not be

sufficient to establish the routing state necessary to measure reachability.

Furthermore, periodic, single packet transmissions are not sufficient to

give us a measure of the quality of the connections between sites.

• Lack of consistent monitoring: Because both sourcing sites and par-

ticipants can come and go at will, the results can change dramatically

even though overall reachability does not change significantly (see Fig-

ures 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19).

Taking a broader look at sdr-monitor, its architecture has similarities to

the generic architecture in Section 3.2. In the sdr-monitor architecture, the

manager-to-agent interaction is not automated. As maintainers of sdr-monitor,

we establish contact with potential participants and then send the sender script

to them via email. The monitoring step is active only when participants are

running sdr. The report collection step occurs using email back to the manager.
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Finally, using the criteria established in Section 3.3, we evaluate sdr-monitor

as follows:

• Intra- vs. Inter-Domain Support: Sdr-monitor can provide support

for monitoring on any scale as long as there are users willing to partici-

pate.

• Scalability: Sdr-monitor does not provide an explicit scalability mech-

anism. In the case of a large number of participants, the message pro-

cessing load at the manager site may be significant. However, participant

reports are delivered at random periods and this helps avoid implosion.

• Security: Sdr-monitor does not have any explicit security mechanisms.

It is therefore susceptible to malicious users submitting false reports or

overwhelming the server by sending large numbers of bogus reports.

• Extensibility: Sdr-monitor depends on an existing application layer

protocol mechanism and so has no real extensibility.

• Device Flexibility: Sdr-monitor is limited to end-host systems capable

of running sdr.

• Multicast Independence: Sdr-monitor does not rely on multicast for

communication between the manager and agents.

• Abstraction and Presentation: The sdr-monitor web page has a very

useful display. The color coded matrix shows what a site should see and

identifies the region for which reachability does and does not exist. We

have observed that “clustering”, both of reachable and unreachable sites,

can be used to identify faults and even isolate their location.
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4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have addressed the topic of reachability monitoring for

multicast. First, we have defined reachability for multicast and discussed how it

is different from unicast reachability. We stress the importance of reachability

monitoring in the growing hierarchical multicast infrastructure. Based on our

desire to monitor reachability, we have developed a system to accomplish this

function. Sdr-monitor is used to monitor the reachability status of the global

multicast infrastructure and report results via a real-time web interface. Using

this system, we have collected reachability information during the last three

years (April 1999 to March 2002). With this data, we have analyzed long term

reachability characteristics. Our results show that reachability has been very

irregular and generally poor (especially for the first two years). We believe that

the reasons for this include the newness of multicast routing protocols, and the

complexity and burden of continuously monitoring the operation of multicast

as a network service.

4.6 Follow Up Work

Sdr-monitor is one of the first tools developed for inter-domain multicast

reachability monitoring task. From this perspective it pioneered a number of

additional work in this area i.e. Multicast Beacon[65], MRM[11], HPMM[90],

etc. As an example, the Multicast Beacon is tool that uses a similar approach

for multicast reachability monitoring[65]. As we briefly discussed in the re-

lated work chapter, this tool involves a number of participants who exchange

multicast heartbeat messages among themselves to monitor reachability. Par-

ticipants send and receive multicast heartbeat messages at a known rate which
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results in a more deterministic reachability data collection mechanism.

Another outcome of the sdr-monitor project is the experience and under-

standing that we gained about the requirements of multicast reachability moni-

toring task. We used this experience and the lessons that we learned in studying

the existing multicast monitoring and management tools[78] that are presented

in the previous chapter, we develop a more systematic approach to reachability

monitoring tasks. In the next two chapters, we present our work on developing

a generic architecture for reachability monitoring systems and applying this

architecture to Multicast Reachability Monitor protocol respectively.
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Chapter 5

A More Systematic Approach

In this chapter, we develop a more systematic approach for multicast reach-

ability monitoring task. One outcome of the sdr-monitor project is the expe-

rience and understanding about the characteristics of reachability monitoring

task. By using this experience and the generic architecture that we introduced

in Chapter 3 we identify steps of multicast reachability monitoring task. Then,

we propose a number of alternative approaches to implement the functions in

these steps. The variations in the implementation of these steps are mainly

due to the type and scope of different monitoring tasks. In this respect, we

provide some guidelines about when to use each alternative implementation.

We believe that this analysis is useful as guidance for reachability monitoring

system designers and developers.

5.1 Reachability Monitoring

The goal of reachability monitoring is to verify and help maintain the ro-

bust operation of multicast[80]. Reachability monitoring within a domain is
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most effective when both routers and end hosts are used as monitoring agents.

Monitoring agents can be configured to source test data to a multicast group

and/or join and collect data reception statistics about the group. This infor-

mation can then be used by the Network Operations Center (NOC) personnel

for network management purposes. In general, management personnel not only

have full access to all devices in the network but they are also expected to solve

problems by changing parameters or configurations. Even with this capability,

NOC personnel can not control or easily monitor networks outside their own

domain. Therefore, intra-domain reachability monitoring may not be enough

to maintain a robust multicast service. Availability of data from sources exter-

nal to the local network depends on proper multicast operation in and between

other domains. This requires the ability to perform inter-domain reachability

monitoring tests. These tests require access to agents located in remote do-

mains. In general, due to security and privacy issues, network operators are not

willing to share their network resources with others. Therefore, inter-domain

monitoring test scenarios are generally limited to using end-host-based moni-

toring agents. In any case, the information that is made available can be very

useful for confirming that (1) problems do exist, and (2) problems are located

in a remote domain.

In general, a multicast reachability monitoring system has a manager com-

ponent and one or more monitoring agent components. The manager is a

software component that can either be a stand alone program or can be part

of a complex management system that interacts with the other modules in

performing network management. As discussed above, the monitoring agent

functionality can be implemented both in the routers and in end-hosts. In ad-

dition, according to our generic architecture for multicast monitoring systems

presented in Section 3.2, we divide the reachability monitoring tasks into three
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functional steps: (1) the manager configures agents for a monitoring task, (2)

agents perform monitoring and collect statistics, and (3) the manager collects

statistics from the agents. In the below, we discuss these steps in more detail.

5.1.1 Step I: Agent Configuration

In this step, the manager configures the agents for a particular monitor-

ing task by sending necessary configuration parameters to the agents. These

include the session address, duration of monitoring, packet encoding format,

types of feedback reports to collect, etc. The type of communication used be-

tween the manager and the agents is an important consideration. Depending

on the scale and complexity of the system, this communication may be as sim-

ple as a UDP-based message exchange (with or without reliability) or it may

be as complex as some type of authenticated and encrypted message exchange.

Important issues in this step are (1) to protect monitoring agents from un-

authorized users and (2) to protect monitoring agents from being overloaded

by monitoring requests of the authorized users.

Conducting reachability monitoring introduces both network overhead and

processing overhead. Preventing the monitoring overload on router-based agents

is important as this overhead may interfere with the overall performance of the

router in forwarding traffic. Therefore, the agent configuration step should use

an appropriate mechanism to control access to monitoring agents. We discuss

two alternative approaches for agent configuration communication: the Sim-

ple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) and an IP Security (IPsec) based

authentication mechanism:

• SNMP-based approach. SNMP provides a standard approach to com-

municate configuration or control information between a management
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station and monitoring agents. Traditionally, SNMP is used to access

network devices to exchange management information[19]. It is the com-

mon piece of many network management systems. Most NOC personnel

are comfortable with SNMP and most are familiar with SNMP-based

systems. However, SNMP is not without its deficiencies. Until recently,

SNMP has been primarily used for monitoring and performance manage-

ment within domains. The current protocol version, SNMPv2, provides

poor support for inter-domain network management tasks and suffers

from scalability and security. To a large extent, these problems are being

addressed by two threads of effort. First, there is effort in the Internet

Engineering Task Force (IETF) to develop an SNMPv3 protocol with

better support for security and device configuration[21]. Second, there

are research efforts looking to improve SNMP’s distributed management

capabilities—primarily by adding scalability[4]. We believe that with the

help of these modifications to SNMP, it can provide a good support for

control/configuration message communication task for reachability mon-

itoring.

• IPsec-based approach. This approach refers to cryptographically st-

rong but non-SNMP-based techniques. As we will see later, the Multicast

Reachability Monitor (MRM) protocol uses access control lists and the

IPsec Authentication Header (AH) mechanism to control accesses to mon-

itoring agents[11]. Agent platforms keep a list of authorized sites for agent

use and agent configuration messages of these sites use the AH mecha-

nism to protect against spoofing attacks. Another example that uses a

solution other than SNMP is the National Internet Measurement Infras-

tructure (NIMI) project. In NIMI, monitoring platforms are protected
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by a password mechanism and authenticated message exchanges[69]. We

believe that this type of access control mechanisms are more suitable for

end-host-based reachability monitoring systems.

The second issue for agents is to protect them from being overloaded by

excessive simultaneous monitoring requests coming from the authorized users..

This is necessary because each monitoring task introduces network overhead (in

terms of sourcing or receiving multicast data streams) and processing overhead

(in terms of producing statistical information). The management system should

be aware of the agents’ load and avoiding them. However, because end-host-

based agents can be used by multiple managers simultaneously, the agents also

need to protect themselves. Monitoring agents can regulate their overhead by

limiting their network bandwidth usage in monitoring tasks and by limiting

the maximum number of test scenarios that they participate in simultaneously.

When an agent receives a new test request that it can not satisfy, it should

deny the request and inform the requester about its decision and its reason.

This protects agents from being overloaded by requests of authorized users.

5.1.2 Step II: Reachability Monitoring

In this step, agents perform the actual monitoring and collect data about

the results. The specific functions performed by monitoring agents depend on

various factors such as the type of the monitoring task (active vs. passive),

agent platform capability (router vs. end hosts) and granularity of collected

data. In general, monitoring agent functionality can be divided into two parts:

test sender and test receiver. A test sender is configured to source multicast

data to a test multicast group address. A test receiver is configured to join and

monitor data reception quality (either for a test session or for a real session).
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Monitoring tasks can be divided into two types: active monitoring and pas-

sive monitoring. In active monitoring, network operators create a test multicast

session among a number of agents. Some agents are configured to function as

test senders and some agents are configured to function as test receivers. An

advantage of active monitoring is that test receivers learn all the important pa-

rameters about characteristics of the data stream e.g. starting time, duration,

delay interval between data packets, etc. This information usually simplifies

the computation of statistics about the session. In addition, network opera-

tors can create and run various types of monitoring tests, e.g. packet bursts,

constant bit rate, or single packet transmissions. These tests are useful to ver-

ify multicast reachability after an initial deployment or periodically to confirm

proper operation. The disadvantage of these tests is that they create more

traffic in the network and may cause router changes in the network.

In passive monitoring, network operators configure monitoring agents to

join and monitor an actual, ongoing multicast session. One advantage of pas-

sive monitoring is that it does not introduce additional traffic in the network.

However, the disadvantage is that passive monitoring requires the agents to be

able to interpret application layer data encoding schemes. This is necessary

because the agent needs to track losses, duplicates and out-of-order packets.

In addition, the monitoring depends on an active source which may not always

be available or transmitting a stream with the desired characteristics.

Agent functionality can have different complexity levels and capabilities

depending on the platform. Router-based agents are likely to only be able to

provide a minimum support for reachability monitoring tasks. This is because

routers are mainly used as production network components and any type of

secondary tasks should add only minimum overhead. This requirement puts a

limitation on the types of statistics that can be collected by the agents running
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on these devices. As an example, MRM uses the Realtime Transport Protocol

(RTP) to provide only a minimum set of feedback information: packet loss,

jitter and delay information[11, 82].

Compared to network devices, end-host-based agents can provide better

support for collecting detailed statistical information. In general, end-host-

based reachability monitoring systems are more extensible and can provide

more flexibility for various types of monitoring tasks. For example, there are

research studies that use end-host-based multicast reachability monitoring tests

to collect per packet loss information and use this information to estimate loss

characteristics of individual network links[2]. In a related joint study[41], we

propose a number of extensions to the RTP reporting mechanism that could

provide a standard model to collect more detailed information about multicast

data reception quality. Finally, even though end-host-based agents are better

than router-based agents in almost every way, routers provide a view from

inside the network that is hard to obtain otherwise.

5.1.3 Step III: Feedback Report Collection

In this step, agents send their feedback reports back to the manager site.

The reporting mechanism can be divided into two types: off-line reporting and

real-time reporting. In off-line reporting, agents store the statistics that they

generate during the monitoring step and then send them to the manager at

a later time. Off-line reporting requires local storage and therefore it is more

suitable for end-host-based agents. Real-time reporting can be divided into two

parts: polling-based reporting and alarm reporting. In polling-based reporting,

agents create and send a feedback report based on an explicit request by the

manager. In alarm reporting, agents create and send feedback reports based on
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a threshold violation. The alarm reporting mechanism has potential scalability

problems. In a monitoring task where a large number of agents are configured

to send alarm reports back to the manager site, a threshold violation close

to the session source can cause a large number of agents to create and send

feedback reports to the manager. If not controlled, these feedback reports can

create scalability problems both in the network and at the manager site.

Depending on the type of test scenario, a number of different approaches

can be used for alarm report collection. We discuss four different approaches:

(1) plain reporting, (2) report suppression, (3) delayed reporting and (4) prob-

abilistic reporting. Each of these alternatives have different characteristics in

terms of processing overhead, scalability and information granularity. We de-

scribe each of these alternatives below.

1. Plain reporting. This is the basic reporting technique. We use this

technique as the baseline in our analysis. In plain reporting, agents send

their feedback reports directly to the manager site on detecting a thresh-

old violation. This approach has the most potential for causing scalability

problems. Depending on the size of the monitoring scenario, feedback re-

ports may cause significant overhead at the manager site.

2. Report suppression. In this approach monitoring agents cooperate

with each other to minimize the number of feedback reports that reach

the manager site. Similar approaches have been used in various reliable

multicast routing protocols. Walz and Levine uses a version of this ap-

proach in HPMM[90]. In report suppression, agents do not send their

feedback reports directly to the manager site. Instead they use a report-

ing hierarchy. In this hierarchy, there exists a number of nodes performing

feedback suppression. Monitoring agents are configured to send their re-
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ports to appropriate suppression nodes. A suppression node can be either

an agent participating in the monitoring task or an end-host specially

elected for this purpose. Based on the type of suppression node, the sup-

pression functionality may have different implementations. Suppression

functionality implemented in routers should have minimum processing

overhead and therefore should use a simple method for suppression. On

the other hand, end-host-based suppressors can perform more complex

functions. In general, the report suppression approach aims to inform the

manager site about the existence and (approximate) location of a thresh-

old violation event (e.g. detecting loss larger than a pre-set threshold

value). However, it may not inform the manager site about which indi-

vidual agents are affected by the event. This information can easily be

obtained by the manager provided that it knows the monitoring session

tree topology.

3. Delayed reporting. In this approach, on detecting a threshold viola-

tion, agents do not send their feedback reports immediately to the man-

ager but delay them for a period of time. Delayed feedback technique has

been used in several other multicast protocols. For example, RTP uses a

dynamic algorithm to compute an interval during which session receivers

collect statistics about data transmission quality of the session. At the

end of the interval, group members send this information to the group.

In reachability monitoring, agents select a random delay period from a

given maximum wait interval. The maximum wait interval is assigned by

the manager as part of the agent configuration. This approach relaxes

the real-time requirement of feedback reporting and provides more scal-

ability in the report collection mechanism. That is, scalability is gained
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by extending the time interval for agent feedback reports so that they do

not cause report implosion problems at the manager site. This technique

is best used when there are infrequent threshold violations. On the other

hand, in the case of frequent threshold violations, the scalability gain

of this approach may deteriorate if several reports are generated with

overlapping report delays.

4. Probabilistic reporting. In this approach, monitoring agents send

their reports based on some probability. The reporting probability is

assigned by the manager during agent configuration. In the probabilis-

tic reporting approach, scalability is gained at the expense of potentially

losing some feedback information (when the reporting probability is less

than one). Therefore, this approach is only useful for collecting an ap-

proximation of the reachability status of a multicast network. A similar

approach was used by Ammar to address scalability issues in distributed

computing applications that require many-to-one response collection[12].

In these applications, a collection site uses multicast messages to request

information from a number of distributed sites. Request messages include

a response probability that the distributed sites use in deciding whether

to respond to a request.

In the above list, we briefly discussed alternative approaches for alarm re-

port collection. We pointed out the differences between these approaches in

terms of their scalability characteristics and feedback information granular-

ity/completeness. In addition to these characteristics, the processing overhead

that these different approaches put on monitoring agents is also an important

consideration. In terms of processing overhead, test receivers have similar be-

havior in all of these approaches. Mainly, they join and monitor a session; on
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detecting a threshold violation, they create feedback reports and send them

to the appropriate destination(s). In the delayed approach, there is additional

functionality that requires test receivers to keep timers to delay transmission

of their reports. Also, in the suppression-based approach test receivers may

have to perform suppression in addition to monitoring. In the next section, we

compare the performance of these approaches using simulations.

5.2 Simulations

The feedback reporting mechanism used in a reachability monitoring sys-

tem has an important effect on the overall performance of the system. In

this section, we quantitatively compare the overhead of the feedback report-

ing approaches that we discussed in the previous section. We compare these

approaches based on their messaging overhead at the manager site. In our

comparisons, we use two metrics: (1) the number of feedback reports reaching

the manager site during a 100 second simulation time and (2) the peak number

of feedback reports reaching the manager site in a small time interval. For the

second metric, we collect data for 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 second intervals. We present

results for 1.0 second interval only. Other cases exhibit similar results.

In the simulations, we use topologies with different sizes and different thresh-

old violation values. We generate random flat graphs for 100, 200, 300, 400

and 500 node topologies using the Georgia Tech Internet Topology Modeler

(GT-ITM)[93]. GT-ITM is a synthetic network topology generation tool that

can generate both flat network topologies as well as multi-level network topolo-

gies. For our simulations, we generated two level network topologies; one level

representing the stub networks and the second one the backbone network con-

necting the stub networks. In these topologies, we identify one of the nodes
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as the test sender and all the others as test receivers. Then, we assign loss

probabilities for each link in the network. For loss assignment, we use the

guidelines presented in Yajnik et. al.[92] which concluded that (1) losses in the

backbone of the MBone are low and (2) some end hosts have some significant

burst losses. Based on this observation, we choose 10 different loss ranges as

0%-2%, 2%-4%, 4%-6%, 6%-8%, 8%-10%, 10%-12%, 12%-14%, 14%-16%, 16%-

20% and 20%-25%. We assign randomly selected loss probabilities from these

ranges to each link in the topology. In this assignment, we use a Zipf distri-

bution to decide the number of links which have loss values from each of the

above ranges. Based on this assignment, most of the internal links are assigned

small loss probabilities and a few edge (or close to the edge) links are assigned

larger loss probabilities. The last parameter in our simulations is the threshold

value necessary to generate an alarm report. We use loss-based threshold val-

ues with >0% and 10% losses. Briefly considering the effects of our choices for

the parameter ranges, system behavior outside of these ranges are relatively

intuitive. In general, larger graph sizes mean more agents and therefore more

feedback reports for a threshold violation. More losses in the backbone means

more synchronized feedback reports for the threshold violation. On the other

hand, higher threshold values mean less violations and therefore less feedback

reports in the system.

The first set of simulations are run to compare the plain report collection

approach and the suppression based report collection approach. These two ap-

proaches have a common property in that the manager site receives feedback

information for all threshold violation events. In other words, these approaches

do not lose any information during feedback reporting. As we mentioned above,

the suppression functionality can have different implementations. We imple-

ment a simple suppression function at agent nodes. According to this imple-
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B C

A

A reports
10% loss

B reports
12% loss

C reports
16% loss

Feedback threshold is 5% loss

Figure 5.1: An example for report suppression.

mentation, when an agent detects a threshold violation event, it will create

and send a feedback report to its upstream neighbor. If and when this report

reaches the agent at the root of the tree, this agent sends it to the manager.

In our simulations, the root agent is always the manager node and at the same

time it is the test sender of the session. After sending a report, an agent A

will receive feedback reports from its downstream neighbors. This is because,

any threshold violation that A detects should also be detected by the agents

below it. On receiving a report from a downstream neighbor B, A will forward

this report if the report is for another threshold violation event that has oc-

curred between A and B. Otherwise, A will suppress this report. For example,

in Figure 5.1, agent A will suppress the feedback report of agent B but will

forward the feedback report of agent C. Figure 5.2 compares the plain and

the suppression based approaches in terms of the overall number of reports

that reach the manager site during a 100 second monitoring interval. The dif-
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Figure 5.2: Plain vs Suppression: Feedback reports reaching manager during

100 sec simulation.

ferences in the number of reports between the two lines show the saving of

the suppression-based feedback collection technique. According to the figure,

in this particular monitoring scenario, suppression-based feedback collection

provides around 50% savings in the number of reports reaching the manager

site. This saving is gained at the expense of having suppression functionality

at every monitoring agent. Figure 5.3 compares these two approaches based

on the maximum number of feedback reports reaching the manager site within

a one second interval. These results present the peak number of reports that

the manager must process in one second. Figure 5.3 shows that the maximum

messaging overhead of plain feedback reporting is two times more than that

of suppression-based approach. These results indicate that suppression-based

feedback collection approach provides more scalability for feedback report col-

lection without introducing any loss of feedback information.

In the next set of simulations, we compare the plain report collection ap-

proach with the delayed feedback collection approach. As was discussed above,

in the delayed feedback collection approach, agents are configured to delay
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Figure 5.3: Plain vs Suppression: Maximum feedback reports reaching manager

during one sec interval.

their reports for a random duration and then send them. In this set of sim-

ulations, we use >0% loss threshold value and configure the test sender to

introduce packet losses by not sending randomly selected data packets to the

group address. This causes all the agents to detect threshold violation events

and therefore to send feedback reports to the manager. In the simulations, we

use 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 second delay intervals. Figure 5.4 shows the results of these

simulations. In this figure, we see that delayed feedback collection approach

loses some feedback reports. Feedback loss occurs if a test receiver detects a

second threshold violation events while it has a pending feedback report for a

previous threshold violation event. In this situation, the test receiver replaces

the old feedback report with the new one and therefore loses the feedback in-

formation for the first threshold violation event. According to this figure, as

the delay period increases, it introduces more feedback losses into the system.

Information loss can be avoided by keeping track of pending feedback reports

and sending them on their delay expiration. But this introduces extra over-

head into the system as agents need to keep track of all pending reports. Figure
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Figure 5.4: Plain vs Delayed: Feedback reports reaching manager during 100

sec simulation.

5.5 shows the maximum number of feedback reports reaching the manager site

within one second interval. According to this figure, the messaging overhead

at the manager site goes down as we increase the delay period. These results

indicate that in case of infrequent losses, the delayed feedback reporting ap-

proach provides more feedback scalability in the sense that the manager does

not have a report implosion problem. On the other hand, it may cause feedback

information losses depending on the frequency of threshold violations.

One interesting result according to Figure 5.5 is that the performance of

“plain method” and “2 sec delayed method” look very similar. This is mainly

due to selecting a short delay interval. That is, in the simulations we use

1 second interval to compute the loss ratios. In addition, in “2 sec delayed

method”, once a threshold violation is detected, the affected test agents set

their timers for a feedback report. Figure 5.6 shows an example situation.

According to this figure, X many agents detect a loss-based threshold violation

event at time 1 and set their timers. Approximately X/2 many agents send

their reports in 1-2 time interval and the other half in 2-3 time interval. At
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Figure 5.5: Plain vs Delayed: Maximum feedback reports reaching manager

during one sec interval.

this point assume that these agents detect another threshold violation between

1-2 time interval. In this situation, they will again schedule their timers to

send reports back to the manager. However, when we look at the time interval

2-3, we see that a total of X agents send their responses back to the manager.

As a result, in the case of frequent threshold violations, choosing a short delay

interval does not really help us to reduce the peak number of responses going

back to the manager site.

In the last set of simulations, we compare the plain report collection ap-

proach with the probabilistic report collection approach. As we mentioned

above, in the probabilistic approach, the manager configures agents to send

feedback reports based on some probability. In our simulations, we use report-

ing probabilities as 80%, 60%, 40% and 20%. Figure 5.7 compares the two

approaches based on the number of feedback reports arriving at the manager

site during a 100 second simulation. As the reporting probability decreases, the

number of messages arriving the manager decrease and therefore the amount

of feedback information loss increases. Similarly, Figure 5.8 shows that as the
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Loss: detected
by X agents

X/2 agents
send report
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Loss: detected
by X agents

X/2 agents
send report

X/2 agents
send report

x x 1 sec Time in seconds0 1 2 3 4 5

A total of X reports reach the manager site

Figure 5.6: Effect of short delay intervals on peak number of response.

reporting probability decreases, the maximum number of reports reaching the

manager site within a one second interval decreases. These results show that the

probabilistic approach loses a significant number of feedback reports. There-

fore, this method should only be used to get some approximate information

about the reachability status of the network.

5.3 Discussion

As we have seen in the previous two sections, the feedback report collection

mechanism is the most important step in a reachability monitoring system. The

complexity and the functional overhead of a monitoring system mostly depends

on the feedback report collection component. Therefore, it is very important

to choose and use the most appropriate feedback report collection technique.

This decision usually depends on the needs of individual monitoring tasks. It
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100 sec simulation.
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may often be necessary for a reachability monitoring system to implement more

than one feedback collection approach. It is then up to the user of this system

to choose the correct alternative for a particular monitoring task. In the rest

of this section, we provide some general suggestions about usage scenarios for

each of the techniques that we discussed above:

• Plain reporting. Plain feedback reporting should be used for test sce-

narios that have a small number of test receivers and the monitoring task

requires collecting feedback information from all the agents.

• Report suppression. For monitoring tasks with a larger number of test

receivers, report suppression approach provides more scalability. This

approach should be used for monitoring scenarios where it is necessary to

collect all the feedback information with better scalability than the plain

reporting approach. As we mentioned previously, the report suppression

method enables the manager to learn the existence and the approximate

location of a threshold violation event but it does not provide information

about which agents are affected by this event.

• Delayed reporting. Delayed reporting is most suitable for monitor-

ing tasks where threshold violation events occur infrequently. In the

delayed reporting approach, the manager receives feedback reports from

all the test receivers. Furthermore, feedback reporting scalability can be

adjusted by using different delay interval values. As the delay interval

increases, the chance of report implosion at the manager site decreases.

In this approach, test receivers may lose some feedback reports due to

some frequent threshold violations. For threshold violation events that

occur in the backbone of the multicast tree (rather than the edge of the

tree), feedback loss at a test receiver may not be very important. This is
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because another agent that has been affected by this threshold violation

event can inform the manager about it. On the other hand, feedback

losses occuring at the edge of the tree may not be recovered. Therefore,

for monitoring tasks that are interested in learning threshold violation

events in the core of the tree, this approach should work well.

• Probabilistic reporting. The probabilistic approach can be used for

monitoring tasks that involve a large number of test receivers and the

manager needs only approximate information about reachability. Fur-

thermore, feedback implosion at the manager site can be controlled by

using different reporting probabilities for the agents. In addition, agents

can be assigned different reporting probabilities based on their strategic

locations in the network.

5.4 Conclusions

As we have seen above, monitoring operations have potential scalability

problems. These tasks may require configuring and managing a large number

of monitoring agents. In addition, monitoring agents may be configured to

send feedback reports based on some threshold violation and this often wors-

ens the scalability problem inherent in reachability monitoring. In a related

recent study, Al-Shaer and Tang proposed adding multicast as a communica-

tion mechanism in more traditional protocols like SNMP[4]. This improvement

provides scalability in the one-to-many communication between a management

station and a set of monitoring agents during the agent configuration step. The

issue then becomes improving scalability of the many-to-one feedback collection

mechanism.
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In our work, we provided a classification for the reachability monitoring sys-

tems based on the generic architecture introduced in Section 3.2. We identified

the functional components of this architecture in the context of reachability

monitoring task and presented a number of alternative implementations for

each of these components. We identified the feedback collection component as

the key component of reachability monitoring systems for determining the com-

plexity and overhead of the overall system. In this respect, we proposed and

evaluated a number of alternative feedback collection schemes each one having

different scalability characteristics. We used simulations to compare the over-

head of these alternatives and provided some guidelines on when to use each

alternative mechanism. Even though, we considered the feedback collection

mechanisms in the context of reachability monitoring systems, we believe that

our simulation results apply to other monitoring systems having many to one

feedback collection component.

5.5 Future Work

In this work, we focused on developing a generic architecture for reacha-

bility monitoring systems. We identified the feedback collection component as

the most critical component for these systems and used simulations for com-

paring a number of alternative approaches for feedback collection. We used

synthetic data sets for the simulations and used manager overhead as the only

comparison metric. A future work in this direction is to evaluate the alterna-

tive mechanisms in a more realistic scenario and include additional comparison

metrics such as information completeness and network overhead. In addition,

hybrid approaches can also be considered for further improving the scalability

in feedback collection. Finally, regarding the suppression based feedback col-
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lection mechanism, one interesting point that can further be investigated is the

question of how to intelligently choose the number as well as the locations of

the monitoring agents on the tree topology.
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Chapter 6

A Case Study: MRM

In order to show that our generic architecture presented in the previous

chapter is valid and useful, we use it to evaluate an already existing proto-

col called Multicast Reachability Monitor (MRM) protocol. This protocol is

specifically developed for monitoring multicast activity within a domain. Our

study on MRM is motivated by the initial work of Wei and Farinacci[11] on the

protocol. In our work, based on our generic architecture study, we propose a

number of additions to the initial protocol specification to make it more suit-

able for inter-domain reachability monitoring. In addition, we implemented the

initial protocol for end-host systems. During this implementation, we identified

a number of points for improvements in the protocol specification and proposed

modifications for them. We start with a brief overview of the initial protocol

specification. Then, we present our work to improve MRM to better provide

reachability monitoring in intra-domain and inter-domain scale. Finally, we

present an evaluation of MRM using the metrics developed in Chapter 3.
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6.1 Overview of MRM

MRM is a protocol to send and receive test multicast data streams and

to collect information about the quality of the stream. MRM is designed to

support basic reachability monitoring plus provide “hooks” to other manage-

ment systems and tools. The development of MRM has been influenced by

sdr-monitor and the need to create a better reachability monitoring system. It

is designed to be used as an intra-domain monitoring and management tool.

The functionality provided by MRM is the ability to have a centralized

management station configure test multicast sessions. Configurations include

who the source(s) should be, what the transmission rate should be, who the

receiver(s) should be, and criteria for reporting results. A network manager is

responsible for coordinating the test sessions, processing results, and presenting

them to a user. Generated traffic can be used to test reachability. Tests can be

conducted in advance of an event to confirm functionality or during an event

to monitor quality. In addition to individual tests, a suite of tests can be

conducted in which a frequently changing set of network devices is used. In

this way, statistical testing can be performed for large networks.

6.1.1 MRM Protocol Description

An MRM-based fault monitoring system consists of two components: (1)

MRM agents that source or sink test traffic, and (2) an MRM manager that

configures tests, collects and presents fault information. The MRM protocol

specifies the communication primitives used between MRM agents and the

MRM manager. A more detailed description of MRM agents and manager is

as follows:
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• MRM Agents: MRM agent code can potentially be run in any device in

the network. Agents act as either Test Senders (TSs) or Test Receivers

(TRs). A TS sources data packets in response to a request from an

MRM manager. A test scenario may not require any TSs if the manager

configures TRs to monitor traffic for an pre-existing, active multicast

session. An MRM agent configured as a TR will receive traffic, collect

statistics, and send reports. The specific actions taken depend on the

capabilities of the agent and what the manager configures it to do.

• MRM Manager: An MRM manager initiates configuration requests to

the MRM agents and assigns the roles of TSs and TRs. These requests

are called Test Sender Request (TSR) and Test Receiver Request (TRR)

respectively. The MRM manager informs the TSs and TRs of the types

of monitoring or diagnostic tests to run. The MRM manager also spec-

ifies the type of reports the TRs should send. Agents can be asked to

send reports at specific intervals, only if certain thresholds are violated,

or probabilistically. The MRM manager plays a key role in determining

the usefulness of the tests as well as their impact on the network and

the network devices. The MRM protocol specifies the basic interaction

mechanisms between MRM managers and MRM agents. It also provides

support for MRM managers to control and change the behavior of MRM

agents during a test session. Functionality offered by an MRM manager

can be as simple as a command line interface with a simple display of

all responses, or it can be a sophisticated tool. A manager could be

incorporated as part of an operational network monitoring tool, auto-

matically deciding when to run test sessions; changing configuration of

MRM agents during a test session; or deciding when and which types of
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reporting mechanisms to use.

An MRM test scenario has four basic steps. First, the MRM manager

sets up the test. Second, the TSs send traffic to the TRs. Third, the TRs

generate reports and send them to the MRM manager. And fourth, the MRM

manager processes the reports. These four steps are very similar to the three

steps shown in Figure 3.3. The second step in Figure 3.3—the data monitoring

step—is broken into two steps for MRM. These four steps are shown in Figure

6.1 and described in more detail below.

Manager
MRM

TS

TR

TR

TR

Communication
Manager Agent

Transmits

Step 3: TR(s) Monitor
Group Transmission

Step 2: TS 

Step4: Mgr Collects and 
Displays TR Reports

Step 1: Mgr Configures
TS(s) and TR(s)

End-hostRouter

Figure 6.1: The architecture of an MRM system including message flow.

1. An MRM manager instantiates a test scenario based on parameters either

by a network operator or from a tool as part of a larger system. The MRM
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manager initiates configuration requests to the MRM agents and assigns

the roles of TSs and TRs. The MRM manager informs the TSs of the

quantity and duration of traffic to generate and informs the TRs of the

types of reports to generate.

2. TS(s) generate test traffic. In the case where an MRM scenario is moni-

toring real group traffic there may be no TSs. TRs will monitor whatever

traffic they are configured to receive. One dependency between TSs and

TRs is that the TRs must understand the transport and application layer

packet headers used by TSs or the real traffic source. In the initial pro-

tocol design, the RTP packet header is used. This includes both traffic

generation as well as TR status report messages. This allows re-use of

existing RTP-based reception mechanisms and provides interoperability

with existing RTP-based tools.

3. TRs generate fault reports and/or status reports. Fault reports are similar

to SNMP alarms and are generated when a condition being monitored

by the TR violates some threshold. For example, if loss exceeds a certain

percentage, then the TR would send a report to the MRM manager.

TRs may also send status reports but these are generated in response

to explicit MRM manager requests. In this way, the MRM manager can

periodically test the liveness of TRs.

4. The MRM manager receives and processes data from MRM agents. This

function is not part of the protocol description but it is of critical im-

portance nonetheless. We expect systems to be developed to take MRM

reports and display the results. Or, we expect systems to be developed

which format the MRM reports so that they can be passed to existing

visualization tools[49, 71].
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6.2 Improving MRM

The original MRM specification was developed with the intention of us-

ing it for intra-domain network monitoring and management tasks. In our

work, we have proposed extensions to the protocol specification so that it pro-

vides better support for inter-domain reachability monitoring. In addition,

we implemented the MRM protocol for end-host systems. During this imple-

mentation, we identified a number of inefficiencies in the protocol specification

and proposed modifications to remove them. In this section, we describe our

modifications to the protocol.

6.2.1 Using MRM for Inter-Domain Reachability Mon-

itoring

As we mentioned previously, inter-domain reachability monitoring tests are

useful for multicast network management. In addition, these tests can help

researchers and protocol developers to understand the characteristics and to

evaluate the performance of inter-domain multicast routing protocols. More-

over, multicast-based service providers can utilize these tests to control the

availability and quality of multicast connectivity of their domains to their cus-

tomer sites.

MRM is designed as a network fault detection and isolation mechanism for

administrating a multicast routing infrastructure. It is proposed in response to

requests from network managers who need more systematic ways to get up-to-

date multicast reachability status in their networks. With these requirements

in mind, the original developers of MRM protocol designed it mainly for intra-

domain multicast monitoring and management. Even though the initial MRM

specification considers both routers and end-host systems as potential agents,
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the agent functionality is determined by considering the limited router capa-

bilities. This is mostly because in general network managers have unlimited

access to routers and using routers for MRM tests is convenient for them. On

the other hand, end-host-based monitoring would require availability of MRM

capable end-hosts installed at strategic locations in the network. Although the

initial MRM specification perfectly fits for router-based intra-domain reacha-

bility monitoring tests for management purposes, it has mainly two drawbacks

for inter-domain monitoring scenarios:

1. Routers are production network elements whose main responsibility is

forwarding traffic in the network. Using routers extensively for inter-

domain reachability tests causes extra workload on them. Most of the

time, this situation is undesirable for network managers. In general,

network managers are not likely to allow usage of their routers by others

for this and any other type of secondary tasks.

2. One important consideration in the original MRM protocol specification

was to keep the overhead of MRM functionality in the routers relatively

simple. For this reason, the feedback reports generated by test receivers

contain only a very basic and easy-to-compute information about multi-

cast data reception quality. On the other hand, inter-domain multicast

reachability monitoring tasks may require more information than what

can be collected by routers.

Similar to the case of sdr-monitor where a number of sites use a sender script

to participate in monitoring, interested sites can use MRM agents to partic-

ipate in MRM-based inter-domain reachability monitoring tests. There are

some important advantages in using end-host based MRM reachability tests.
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First of all, dedicated end-hosts can collect more detailed information about

multicast data reception quality. In addition, end-hosts are usually more ac-

cessible for network managers for inter-domain monitoring and management

tests and for researchers, protocol developers and service providers. Moreover,

it is relatively easy to modify end-host implementations to support collection

of additional information or to support usage of new application level protocols

in test packets.

Based on the above discussion, we separate the router-based and end-host-

based MRM agent functionality and propose two modifications to the original

protocol specification regarding end-host functionality. We describe these mod-

ifications below:

• Collecting additional information about data reception quality

in status reports. MRM uses Realtime Transport Control Protocol

(RTCP) Reception Report (RR) format to carry receiver’s status reports.

RTCP is defined as part of the Realtime Transport Protocol (RTP)[82].

RTCP specifies periodic transmission of control packets by all group mem-

bers to all other group members. These control packets are sent to the

session group address and are expected to be received by all session mem-

bers. Using this format, test receivers can report loss, jitter and delay

information to test managers. Loss information is computed by compar-

ing the number of test packets received over an interval with the expected

number of packets for this interval. This technique is relatively simple

to implement and requires small processing and storage overhead in the

test receivers but it does not convey much information. MRM tests fo-

cusing on data transmission quality or characteristics of certain multicast

routing protocols may require more detailed information about the data

reception quality. Collecting such information may require more process-
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ing power and may require keeping more state in the receiver site. Even

though these may be significant overhead for routers, we believe that

dedicated end-host systems can perform the required functionality easily.

As we mentioned before, as part of our research, we developed a number

of extensions to RTCP Sender and Receiver Report formats to carry

additional information about the quality of MRM test sessions[41]. In

summary, these extensions enable test receivers to report per packet loss,

duplicate and jitter information and a summary block including loss,

duplicate, jitter and average TTL statistics for a range of test packets.

• Introducing additional security options to protect end-host a-

gents from excessive workload. We expect that MRM end-host im-

plementations to be deployed in a number of different sites and will be

open for use of interested and authorized people. Authorization can be

enforced by using access control lists and requiring some type of user

authentication. These security options make sure that only the autho-

rized people are using end-host agents in MRM test scenarios. But this

mechanism does not protect end-host agents from being overloaded with

excessive test requests. End-host agents should also be protected against

excessive workload by authorized users. As we discussed previously, end-

hosts can regulate their usage by limiting the overall network bandwidth

requirements of incoming test requests and by limiting the maximum test

scenarios that they can participate simultaneously. The original protocol

specification does not include any provisions for this option. Therefore

we modify the protocol to inform requester parties about the denial of

request by MRM agents.
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6.2.2 Scalable Feedback Report Collection

MRM suffers from potential scalability problems. The primary problem is

that MRM has an asynchronous response mechanism. Network engineers have

the ability to configure test scenarios that can potentially generate overwhelm-

ing amounts of feedback traffic. The MRM manager is responsible for collecting

reports from many receivers (TRs). The potential for report implosion is sig-

nificant, especially in the case where TRs are configured to generate reports

in response to threshold violations. However, report implosion can also occur

when a test is configured and very detailed statistics are requested from large

numbers of receivers.

Another application in the multicast world that must deal with report im-

plosion is RTCP. RTCP has its own scalability mechanisms (feedback back-off),

but this technique is not wholly applicable to MRM. The reason is that with

RTCP, as the number of receivers joining a group increases, the feedback fre-

quency of receivers decreases. For MRM, this may not be an option. A manager

may simply want a large amount of feedback, even if it increases the possibility

of overload.

The original MRM draft proposes two mechanisms for feedback scalabil-

ity: (1) delayed feedback mechanism and (2) multicast-based report avoidance

mechanism. In the case of delayed feedback mechanism, the MRM manager

assigns a pre-determined report-delay (as part of the configuration design task)

to each TR. Each TR upon detecting a fault, will randomly delay the sending

of its report based on the pre-set delay period. As we discussed in Chapter 5,

this approach works well in case of infrequent threshold violations and is suit-

able where the network manager need to receive feedback responses from every

single TR. Multicast-based report avoidance mechanism uses an existing MRM
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protocol service that allows MRM components to communicate via multicast.

Each TR may be instructed to report the detected threshold violations on a

selected multicast group address. Other TRs who receive a threshold violation

report similar to their own may suppress the delivery of their reports. The

utility of this mechanism is somewhat limited as it relies on multicast as a

means of communication.

We believe that scalability of feedback reporting mechanism of the MRM

protocol can be improved by introducing alternative feedback collection mecha-

nisms to the protocol. Based on our analysis in Section 5.1.3, MRM can benefit

from the following additional feedback reporting mechanisms:

• Off-line feedback reporting. Off-line feedback reporting implies that

an MRM agent stores reports for an extended period of time. If a sig-

nificant event negatively affects many members in a large group, some

reports can be sent immediately but most could be stored on the MRM

agent host machine. When the MRM manager is ready to collect the data

it will send out poll messages–possibly even using an ftp-style protocol

if the log is large. This approach is more suitable for end-host based

MRM test scenarios where the monitoring task requires a very detailed

information about the quality of received data stream and the disk space

is not a big constraint for storing feedback reports.

• Report suppression. As we discussed in Section 5.1.3, report suppres-

sion helps minimize the number of feedback reports reaching the man-

ager site. This approach has similar purpose as the multicast-based report

avoidance mechanism. However, report suppression requires MRM agents

to implement this functionality. For router-based agents, the suppression

functionality should have a minimal overhead and end-host-based MRM
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agents can have more complicated functions, e.g. aggregating reports or

report originator addresses, etc.

• Probabilistic reporting. Probabilistic reporting can be used where

only an approximate information about the reachability status of a rel-

atively large multicast network topology is needed (see Section 5.1.3 for

more details).

6.2.3 Improving MRM for Simulating Actual Sessions

and Testing Link Capacity

The initial MRM protocol draft focuses on basic multicast reachability test-

ing only. According to this specification, test senders send 16-byte multicast

heartbeat packets as test data packets. In addition, the protocol uses a 32-bit

field to represent the delay between two consecutive test data packets in mil-

liseconds. Based on these two values, the maximum data transfer rate is 128

Kbps. This rate can be achieved at the expense of transmitting one packet

at every millisecond. This introduces excessive overhead on the test sender in

generating test packets and in the routers in forwarding them in the network.

We believe that the mechanism provided by MRM protocol can be used

to simulate realistic multicast session scenarios and to perform network link

capacity tests. However, the 128 Kbps transfer rate is not sufficient for these

type of test scenarios. We modify the protocol specification to support a num-

ber of different packet sizes for test packet. Based on our modifications, test

packets can be as large as 2048 bytes and the maximum achieve-able transfer

rate can be 16 Mbps. Considering an average MP3 audio stream to be 128

Kbps, we believe that the modified protocol specification can support realistic

simulations of actual multicast sessions and network link capacity tests with
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reasonable data transfer rates.

6.3 Evaluation of MRM as a Monitoring Tool

In this section, we evaluate MRM based on the metrics described in Chapter

3.

• Intra- vs. Inter-Domain Support: MRM can be used both in the

intra-domain and inter-domain. In the intra-domain, an MRM manager

will likely have full access to all possible kinds of information. However,

in the inter-domain there needs to be provisions to limit the kinds of

tests that can be initiated from outside the domain. Our work introduces

conventions in the protocol that allow an agent to reject a TSR or a TRR.

By acknowledging the TSR or TRR but with a test duration of zero, the

agent is effectively refusing to participate in the test. The conditions in

which an agent can reject a test are subject to the guidelines imposed

by each domain. Beyond the ability to control which tests are run, we

expect inter-domain use of MRM to mainly be among end-host systems.

Since end-host agents have access to less internal, proprietary network

information, and a service provider cannot always control what a user

does, it seems reasonable that end-host-based testing environments will

be relatively easy to set up.

• Scalability: Currently, MRM has limited provisions for scalability. The

problem is the desire to utilize the scalability of multicast but to avoid

the dependence on multicast for robustness. The primary problem is

that MRM has an asynchronous response mechanism. Network engineers

have the ability to configure test scenarios that can potentially generate
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overwhelming amounts of feedback traffic. This implosion problem exists

and is addressed in a number of other scenarios, for example, in reliable

multicast protocols[66]. Other research efforts use some of the techniques

(mainly report suppression and aggregation within the network) borrowed

from reliable multicast protocols to provide better scalability for protocols

like MRM[90]. The simple mechanism implemented by MRM is to utilize

delayed feedback reporting. The MRM manager assigns a pre-determined

report-delay to each TR. Each TR, upon detecting a fault, will randomly

delay the sending of its report based on the report-delay period. Currently

we are working on developing alternative approaches to scalably collect

feedback information from TRs.

• Security: MRM provides necessary security mechanisms to protect MRM-

capable network devices and end hosts from unauthorized use. Access

rights to MRM agents are controlled using access lists, and MRM manager-

to-agent communication uses the IP Security Authentication Header[85]

with HMAC-MD5 transformation as the standard authentication algo-

rithm[74]. As mentioned above, MRM agents also have the ability to

reject TSRs or TRRs.

• Extensibility: MRM provides extensibility by offering multiple report

types. Not only can MRM generate a wide variety of reports, but the

kinds of reports generated can vary depending on the capabilities of the

devices used in the test scenarios. Network devices are expected to per-

form only low-impact processing. On the other hand, end hosts can

collect and store more detailed information about the arrival of each test

session packet[41]. Currently, MRM’s default report is the same format

as RTCP Reception Reports. This allows other RTCP-capable tools to
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be able to receive and process MRM agent reports.

• Device Flexibility: MRM is designed to work in a variety of network

devices and end-host systems, and has provisions to provide monitoring

functionality based on the specific capabilities of the device.

• Multicast Independence: MRM uses beacon messages as an optional

mechanism to provide scalability, but the basic protocol does not rely on

it. Therefore, MRM operation is truly independent of multicast.

• Abstraction and Presentation: The protocol specification for MRM

does not include a component for data processing and presentation. This

functionality, which is expected to be included in the manager, is left to

the discretion of the system implementor.

MRM provides much of the functionality that a good monitoring system

should provide. However, the challenge is how to improve its scalability and

then to ensure that there are commercial tools available that implement the

protocol well and are useful in supporting deployment efforts. Another area

that is still under development is MRM’s interaction with SNMP. MRM’s utility

would be further improved if it had its own MIB and was able to provide the

results of tests to SNMP-based tools.

One final issue related to MRM is how to determine where to put the

agents in the network. As we mentioned previously, MRM can be used to

monitor data transfer quality for an ongoing active session or it can be used

to create test sessions and monitor reachability and data reception quality in

the network. For the latter case, it is at the discretion of the network operator

where to put or which agents to use for the monitoring. However, in order

to monitor data reception quality of local receivers for an ongoing session, we
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may want to use the router based MRM agents for monitoring. For that, we

first need to learn which routers are on the multicast tree so that we contact

these routers and configure them for our monitoring. The task of learning the

identities of routers on the multicast tree is referred to as discovering multicast

distribution tree topologies in the network. In the next chapter, we present our

work in developing an efficient and scalable mechanism for discovering multicast

forwarding tree topologies in the network.
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Discovering Multicast Tree

Topologies

In the previous three chapters, we studied systems for multicast reachability

monitoring. Sdr-monitor performs this monitoring at the edge of the network

and MRM provides the flexibility of using in-the-network devices for monitor-

ing. In both cases, the information collected is application layer or end-to-end

information. In addition to this information, it is often necessary and useful to

collect network layer data such as multicast forwarding information to under-

stand multicast operations in the network. For a given active multicast group,

the routers in the network create and maintain a forwarding tree. This tree is

used to forward data packets toward the receivers in the group. Based on the

joins and leaves of the receivers in the group, the topology of the tree changes

dynamically. From the point-of-view of network management and debugging

multicast forwarding problems, the availability of forwarding tree information

enables us to closely examine the multicast data transfer operation in the net-

work. Based on this observation, in this part of our work, we develop a novel
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technique for discovering multicast tree topologies in the network.

7.1 Discovering Multicast Tree Topologies

Discovering multicast tree topologies is an important component of mul-

ticast network management[78]. Network managers can use the topology in-

formation as the basis of group monitoring, or can use it to identify potential

multicast forwarding problems that may occur due to routing protocol limi-

tations, multicast network mis-configurations, or routing policy decisions. For

example, in order to monitor multicast data transfer quality for an existing ses-

sion in a domain, a network manager may want to use MRM-based monitoring

support in his routers. In this scenario, the manager can first discover the mul-

ticast tree topology in the domain and then use this information to decide which

on-tree routers to use for the MRM-based monitoring task. On the other hand,

in addition to network monitoring and management, tree topology discovery

has several other uses in reliable multicast transport protocols[68], in multicast

congestion control protocols[50], in discovering network characteristics[2], etc.

Finally, end users can use the topology information and traffic flow to monitor

activity in a group, or, if there is a problem, where to direct an inquiry.

There are mainly two different approaches to discovering multicast tree

topologies: (1) inference-based approaches and (2) probing the network to col-

lect the actual tree topology. Inference-based approaches use loss and/or delay

as seen from receiver sites to infer the logical tree topology[33, 73]. A logical tree

is an abbreviation of a multicast tree that includes only the non-relay routers

(routers with more than one outgoing interface) and the leaf routers on the

multicast tree. This information is then used to infer the loss/delay character-

istics of the underlying network topology. From the point-of-view of network
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management and debugging multicast forwarding problems, this approach is

only of limited value. First, it can only return the logical tree topology rather

than the actual tree topology. Second, it requires all receivers to participate in

the topology inference operation.

In the second approach, topology information is collected directly from the

routers in the network. This can be done in two different ways: (1) using the

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), and (2) using routing table

information in the routers. Using SNMP, routers can be queried to return

group-specific information from their Management Information Base (MIB)

tables. This information can then be used to build a representation of the tree

topology. In the second approach, similar information can be collected from the

routers without using SNMP. For a given multicast group, the routing and/or

forwarding tables can be used to collect the desired information. In our work,

we are mainly interested in this approach.

In multicast, routing state in the network is used to create a multicast tree

between receiver sites and the source1. Routers on the tree create multicast

forwarding state for the group. The forwarding state at each router contains

the address of the interface that the multicast data from the source is expected

to arrive on and the address(es) of interface(s) on which the multicast data

is to be forwarded. Therefore, with this in mind, the tree topology can be

discovered in two different directions:

• Receiver(s)-to-source direction: Multicast routing information is used

to discover the tree topology. First, the multicast path from each receiver

to the source site is traced. Then, the collected information is used to

1In general, these trees can be shared trees or reverse shortest path trees. For simplicity,
we only consider reverse shortest path multicast trees but similar arguments apply to shared

trees.
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build a representation of the tree[39, 58]. In order to discover a complete

tree topology, this approach requires knowing the identities of each and

every receiver in the group.

• Source-to-receiver(s) direction: Multicast forwarding state is used to

discover the tree topology. Topology discovery starts from the root of the

multicast tree and progresses toward the receivers. This approach does

not require a prior knowledge of the identities of session receivers.

Currently, there are mechanisms (i.e. mtrace[39] support in the routers)

and proposed tools (i.e. MHealth[58]) to discover multicast tree topologies in

the receiver(s)-to-source direction. However, topology discovery in source-to-

receiver(s) direction has been considered impractical due to scoping difficulties

and many-to-one scalability problems. Contrary to this belief, our main pur-

pose in this work is to show that topology discovery in this direction is not only

viable but also more effective, more efficient and more scalable when compared

to the currently existing alternatives. However, we see our work as a feasi-

bility study and leave the development of the actual protocol(s) to Internet

Engineering Task Force (IETF).

In our work, we explore these issues. More specifically, we propose a mech-

anism for discovering multicast tree topologies using forwarding state in the

network. We call our approach tracetree. We explore various issues (e.g. scala-

bility, security, etc.) regarding tracetree-based topology discovery mechanism,

and, then provide a detailed evaluation of tracetree by comparing it to the

currently available alternatives. Finally, we discuss a number of deployment

issues for tracetree. We see tracetree as orthogonal to the mtrace tool and be-

lieve that the existing mtrace code in routers can easily be extended to support

tracetree-based tree topology discovery operations.
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Compared to SNMP-based and mtrace-based techniques, tracetree provides

a more scalable and more efficient mechanism to collect the multicast tree

topologies in the network. We see tracetree as orthogonal to the mtrace tool

and believe that the existing mtrace code in routers can easily be extended to

support tracetree-based tree topology discovery.

7.2 Tracetree Functionality

In this section, we give an overview of the tracetree-based topology dis-

covery mechanism. Our general approach is to discover tree topologies in the

source-to-receiver(s) direction. This approach depends on the ability to send

tracetree requests to a multicast group address and have routers recognize and

respond to these requests. Since the request packets are destined to a multicast

group address, we need a mechanism for on-tree routers to distinguish tracetree

request packets from regular data packets in the group. For this we use the

IP Router Alert option[54] in the tracetree request packets. This option forces

routers to pull the request packets from the fast forwarding path and closely

examine them.

In the example in Figure 7.1, a third party querier, Q, is interested in

discovering the multicast tree topology for group (S, G). Q sends a tracetree

query message to the first hop router, A, at the session source site S. On

receiving this query message, A does two things: (1) It creates a tracetree

request packet and forwards it to the group address G and (2) it creates and

sends a response message back to the querier Q. In forwarding the request,

A uses the IP address of session source S as the IP source for the request

packet. This prevents on-tree routers from creating new forwarding states for

(A, G) which may not even be possible for some multicast routing protocols,
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e.g. SSM[47]. Tracetree request packets include a tracetree protocol header.

The first hop router A puts its own IP address as the request forwarder and

the IP address of the querier Q as the response destination into the tracetree

protocol header. Finally, A sets the IP Router Alert option and forwards the

request to its downstream neighbors on the multicast tree.

Each on-tree router, upon receiving a tracetree request packet, sends its own

response back to the response destination (querier). In this response packet, it

includes the address of request forwarder router, the local interface address it

received the request packet from and the number and addresses of interfaces

that it forwards the request packet on (or if the scope of the request packet

expires, it reports this fact in the response as well). In addition to sending its

own response information back to the querier, the router replaces the request

forwarder address in the incoming request packet with its own IP address and

forwards the request packet down the tree as long as the scope of the packet

allows. During this process, querier node Q collects the incoming response

messages to create a representation of the multicast tree topology for the group

(S, G).

Optionally, the same tracetree mechanism can be used to discover partial

tree topologies. By sending query messages to any on-tree router, the topol-

ogy of the sub-tree below this router can be discovered using the explained

mechanism.

7.3 Topology Discovery Issues

There are a number of issues that need to be considered regarding the

tracetree-based topology discovery mechanism. We discuss these issues below.
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Multicast tree for group (S, G)

Querier Q

Figure 7.1: Overview of topology collection.

7.3.1 Scalability

In tracetree, a given query message may result in a large number of si-

multaneous responses going toward the querier site. If not controlled, these

responses may cause a potential implosion problem at the querier site. In or-

der to control the number of responses going back to the querier, we divide the

topology discovery process into rounds and discover only a controlled portion

of the multicast tree in each round. Therefore within each round, we would

like to control the total number of responses going back to the querier site by

limiting the number of routers receiving a copy of tracetree request packet. One

way to control the scope of IP packets is to use standard TTL-based scoping.

The semantics of standard TTL-based scoping is that the given TTL value

indicates the maximum number of hops that an IP packet can propagate on

the multicast tree. According to standard TTL-based scoping, the number of

routers receiving a copy of request packets may change based on the shape of

the multicast tree within the given scope. For example, in the tree topology

given in Figure 7.2-a, a TTL of 7 results in 14 responses while the same TTL
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value results in 32 responses in the topology in Figure 7.2-b. As it can be

seen in this example, the standard TTL-based scoping is not very helpful to

accurately control the number of routers receiving a copy of request packet.

Instead, we need a scoping mechanism in which the TTL value indicates the

maximum number of routers that should receive a copy of a tracetree request

packet. In our work, we propose a modification to the standard TTL-based

scoping mechanism for tracetree request packets. According to our modified-

TTL-based scoping mechanism, the scope of request packets is controlled using

the IP TTL field but routers use a different computation to decrement the IP

TTL values of request packets. More specifically, routers use their outgoing

degrees (i.e. the number of outgoing on-tree interfaces) to compute the new

TTL value, TTLnew, for the request packet that they forward to downstream

neighbors as

TTLnew = ⌊
TTLcurrent − 1

num neighbors
⌋. (7.3.1)

In this computation, TTLcurrent is the TTL value of the incoming tracetree

request packet and num neighbors is the outgoing degree of the router on the

multicast tree. According to this computation, the TTLcurrent value limits the

number of routers that should receive a copy of the request packets on this

sub-branch of the tree in this round of topology discovery. In case of the first

hop router, it may use either a pre-configured default value or a num response

value that it receives from the querier as the initial value for TTLcurrent. In

the example in Figure 7.3, the given TTL value 7 results in 7 routers to receive

a copy of tracetree request packets. In this case, the remaining portion of the

tree is discovered in additional rounds. The querier sends new query messages

to appropriate on-tree routers to continue the topology discovery.
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Standard TTL−based scoping
TTL of 7 results in 14 responses
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Standard TTL−based scoping
TTL of 7 results in 32 responses

Figure 7.2: TTL-based scoping.
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IPTTL    = 7

IPTTL    = 3

IPTTL    = 1

Topology
discovery
is left to 
future rounds.

Modified−TTL−based scoping
TTL of 7 results in 7 responses (at most)

Figure 7.3: Modified TTL-based scopings.
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7.3.2 Existence of Non-compliant Routers

In this section we discuss the effect of non-compliant routers on the topology

discovery. Non-compliant routers are the routers that do not perform tracetree

functionality in the network. Since tracetree depends on routers to participate

in topology discovery, non-compliant routers may cause scalability problems

in the response collection mechanism. That is, non-compliant routers use the

standard TTL decrement mechanism when forwarding tracetree request packets

and this may interfere with our modified-TTL-based scope control mechanism

for request packets.

In order to detect the existence of non-compliant routers, we use a tech-

nique based on the duplication of the TTL value in the request packets. On

forwarding a request packet, routers copy the IP TTL value into a field, TTLtt,

in the tracetree protocol header. Upon receiving a request, routers compare

the values in the IP TTL and the TTLtt fields. The difference between these

two values gives the number of non-compliant routers since the last compliant

router on the path. At this point we can run a group specific mtrace from this

router toward the session source site (until we reach the previous compliant

router on the path) to learn the identities of the non-compliant routers. Fi-

nally, after detecting and identifying the non-compliant routers, a decision on

what should be done must be made.

The first compliant router after the non-compliant router(s) uses an Aver-

age Branching Factor (ABF) to re-compute the IP TTL value, TTLIP , of the

incoming request packet. The assumption here is that, on the average, each

router in the network has ABF outgoing interfaces on the multicast tree. By

using ABF and TTLtt, routers can compute a modified TTLIP value as

TTL
′

IP =
TTLtt

(ABF )(num level)
(7.3.2)
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where num level = TTLtt − TTLIP .

In a recent study, Chalmers and Almeroth report that the ABF for internal

multicast routers is approximately 1.57[24]. We can use this value as a reference

when setting the ABF. Another option is to compute the ABF based on the

network topology. During the deployment of the tracetree functionality in the

network, for each router the network administrator can find the maximum

possible branching factors of the neighboring routers and use this as the ABF

value for this router. This assignment can be done either for each interface

individually or one value can be used for all the interfaces. Note that this is

an extremely conservative approach and more liberal assignments can be made

by the network administrator depending on his/her knowledge and experience

on the traffic flow characteristics in the domain.

After updating the TTL value of the incoming request packet to TTL
′

IP ,

routers may take one of a number of possible actions: (1) continue normal

processing, (2) send a response to the querier if TTL
′

IP is one or larger, but

do not forward the request, and (3) do not respond and do not forward the

request. These alternatives have different implications in terms of scalability

and completeness. The first alternative assumes that the ABF-based TTL ad-

justment removes the effect of non-compliant routers in the topology discovery.

But depending on the accuracy of the ABF used, the effect may be to accu-

rately estimate, over-estimate or under-estimate the actual branching factor.

The second approach, on the other hand, is more conservative in the sense that

it stops the topology discovery at this router in order to prevent potential im-

plosion problems at the querier site. By sending a response message back to the

querier, it provides the querier with a starting point for tracing the sub-branch

of the tree rooted at this router in a future round. Finally, the third approach

is the most conservative approach. In order to prevent implosion problems at
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the querier site, it causes the topology discovery to cease for this sub-branch

of the tree.

Similar to the case with non-compliant routers, the existence of multi-access

links between on-tree routers may cause irregularities in scope calculations.

This is mainly because routers may not know how many routers on the same

multi-access link are on the multicast tree. In this case, routers can use ABF

to estimate the number of downstream routers on the multicast tree on this

multi-access link.

7.3.3 Security

Security is an important concern regarding tracetree mechanism. This is

because the tracetree mechanism could be used to launch third party denial

of service attacks. A malicious user could spoof the IP address of a third

party site and identify itself as a querier causing routers to send a potentially

large number of responses to the victim site. In order to make launching this

type of attacks difficult, we use a three-way handshake mechanism for tracetree

queries. In this mechanism, a router R applies a hash function HK with a

periodically changing secret key K on the IP address of the incoming query

message to generate a string S. Then, R sends S back to the IP source of the

query message. Later on, when R receives a response from the querier with the

correct string S, which it can verify by applying H−1
K on S, it honors the request.

At this point, considering the cases in which the router changes its key value

while there are pending query messages to be verified with the previous key, the

router keeps the previous key (or a few of them) to authenticate a reply message

coming from the querier. Therefore, when the router receives a message from

a router with a string S which it cannot verify with the current key, it uses
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the previous key to verify it. In this situation, an incoming response message

corresponding to a quite old echo request (of this router) will be ignored.

The above mechanism protects us from spoofing attacks in the network.

In addition, routers can regulate the tracetree query/request processing rate.

That is, a router receiving a threshold many queries/requests in an interval

will ignore the later coming ones during this interval. This mechanism both

prevents the router from being overloaded with query/request messages and it

will also reduce the effect of potential attacks.

Another security issue is the possibility of injecting fake request packets

into the tree. We believe that such an attack would be difficult to accomplish

due to the multicast forwarding rules, specifically the Reverse Path Forwarding

(RPF) check.

7.3.4 Finding the First Hop Router

Before sending a tracetree query message, the querier needs to know the

IP address of the first hop router. We assume that the querier obtains this

information externally and uses it to initiate the topology collection process.

For a network administrator or a local querier, this information is easy to

determine. On the other hand, for distant third party queriers this information

may be difficult to obtain. One option might be to run a group specific mtrace

toward the session source.

7.3.5 Loss of Request or Response Messages

A loss of a request message results in stopping the discovery of a tree branch

prematurely. This usually causes the querier to run an additional round to trace

this branch of the tree. A loss of a response message, on the other hand, may
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have different implications depending on the location of the lost information

within a round. For example, in Figure 7.4-a, the loss of the response message

coming from router B causes a gap in the tree topology collected at the querier

site. In this case, the querier can send a new tracetree query to the appro-

priate on-tree router(s) (in this case to router A only) to retrieve the missing

information. On the other hand, when the response message of a leaf router

(leaf of a round or the leaf of tree) gets lost, as in Figure 7.4-b, this does not

cause any gaps in the collected topology. When router B sends its response, it

reports the fact that it forwarded the request message on its outgoing interface

on the tree. Therefore, the querier expects to receive a response from a router

reporting that this router received the request packet from router B. Due to

the lack of such a response, the querier decides that this response was lost and

therefore runs a new round to collect this information by sending a new query

to router B. In general, the querier may need to send several such query mes-

sages to a number of on-tree routers to collect the missing information and by

using additional control information in the request and response packets (such

as depth of the router on the multicast tree), we may be able to better isolate

where the missing topology information belongs.

An interesting case may occur when an on-tree router C in Figure 7.4-b

has a large number of downstream (on-tree) neighbors (E, F, etc.) on a multi-

access link. As we mentioned before, the router C may not know the exact

number of (on-tree) neighbors on the multi-access link and uses a heuristic to

compute the scope of the request packet and forwards it on the link. If and

when these downstream routers decide and send their responses to the querier,

due to congestion or burstiness of the responses, some of these responses may

get lost. In general, the querier may not be able to detect such losses. However,

it may send additional queries to the router C and have it forward requests with
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Figure 7.4: Loss of response messages.

a TTL of one on this multi-access link. This way, querier tries to get responses

from as much of the on-tree routers on this multi-access link as possible.

7.3.6 Effect of Topology Changes During Discovery

Multicast forwarding trees are created and maintained in the network dy-

namically. Changes in the underlying unicast network topology may necessarily

change the tree topologies in the network. These changes on the tree topologies

in turn may cause query or request messages to arrive routers that are not on

the multicast tree any more. In the case of compliant routers, they can send

a message back to the querier informing it about the situation and in the case

of non-compliant routers, these routers simply ignore the message. In the first

case, the querier explicitly learns about the topology changes in the network

and therefore re-runs tracetree to discover the new tree topology. In the second

case, depending on the policy that the querier uses for handling non-compliant

routers, it may take longer for the querier to learn/detect the topology changes

in the network.
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7.4 Improving Tracetree Scalability

Tracetree depends on each and every compliant on-tree router to send its

response back to the querier. The basic scalability is provided by dividing the

topology discovery into rounds and discovering a controlled portion of the tree

in each round. In addition to this mechanism, based on the characteristics of

multicast forwarding trees, we propose a new response collection approach to

further improve the scalability of tracetree. We call this approach as non-relay

response collection mechanism and for ease-of-reference we briefly refer to it as

nr-response mechanism.

In a related recent study, Chalmers and Almeroth report that non-branching

(relay) routers constitute more than 80% of the intermediate routers on a mul-

ticast tree[24]. Similar results have been reported in an earlier study by Pansiot

and Grad[67]. Based on these findings, we introduce nr-response mechanism as

follows: on receiving a request packet, each relay router first creates its response

packet. Then, instead of sending this response directly to the querier, it ap-

pends it to the end of request packet and forwards this patched request packet

to its downstream neighbor on the tree. On the other hand, each branching

router, on receiving a request packet, first creates its own response packet and

appends it to the end of the accumulated response information that has been

piggy-backed by the request packet. At this point, the collected response infor-

mation corresponds to the multicast path between this router and the previous

compliant branching router on the multicast tree. In the next step, this router

separates the accumulated response information from the request packet and

sends it back to the querier. In the last step, it forwards a fresh request packet

(a request packet having no response information appended) to its downstream

neighbors. In case of the leaf routers, they will perform similar steps as the
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branching routers (except for the request forwarding step).

One final modification related to nr-response mechanism is on the scope

calculation for the request packets. As we discussed previously, tracetree uses

a modified-TTL scoping mechanism for scalability and uses duplication of IP

TTL values (in TTLtt field) for detecting non-compliant routers. In the original

tracetree mechanism, at each compliant router on the tree (whether it is a relay

router or not), these values are computed/decremented according to Equations

7.3.1 and/or 7.3.2. In nr-response mechanism, we require only the branching

routers and the leaf routers to send responses back to the querier. Therefore,

using the IP TTL value alone is not very helpful for controlling the number of

responses to be received in nr-response mechanism. For this reason, we propose

a slightly different TTL scoping mechanism for controlling the scope of request

packets in the network. That is, we use a new field TTLnr in the tracetree

protocol header to indicate the number of responses expected to be received in

this round from the network. In this situation, the (TTLIP , TTLtt) pair is used

to detect non-compliant routers on the multicast tree. When a non-relay router

receives the request packet, it uses the TTLnr value in sending its response back

to the querier and modifies this value for the request packets that it forwards

on the tree. In addition, in order to prevent pre-mature scope expiration (due

to IP TTL expiration in the network) each compliant router on the multicast

tree adjusts TTLIP and TTLtt values according to TTLnr value.

As an example consider the tree topology in Figure 7.5. According to nr-

response mechanism, the querier will receive responses only from the root router

(0), branching routers (nodes 6, 7, 13, 21, 27, and 36) and the leaf routers (nodes

1, 12, 17, 28, 29, 33, 39, and 41). Therefore, the querier will learn the exact

same topology information by receiving potentially significantly less number

of responses (15 responses instead of 42 in this particular example) from the
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network. Thus, based on the branching characteristics of multicast forwarding

trees created and used in the network, we can reduce both the number of rounds

to discover the tree topologies and the overall topology discovery time.

Regarding to the non-compliant routers, similar to the original tracetree

mechanism, these routers require special handling in nr-response mechanism.

When a compliant router detects non-compliant router(s) on the path, it uses

similar mechanisms as explained in Section 7.3.2 to handle them. Depending

on the mechanism used to handle non-compliants, relay routers may act as

non-relay routers and may send partially accumulated responses back to the

querier and modify the TTL values of the tracetree request packets. In ad-

dition, loss of request or response messages in nr-response mechanism results

in running additional round(s) to discover the lost path information. Finally,

the information about which response collection mechanism to be used during

the topology discovery can be communicated using a flag in the original query

message.

7.5 Efficiency Considerations

So far, we have presented a new approach for tree topology discovery in

source-to-receiver(s) direction and discussed a number of important issues that

are critical to its effective operation. One other issue that we need to address is

the efficiency of our mechanism. We define three efficiency metrics for tracetree

as follows: (1) time to trace a tree topology, (2) number of rounds to trace the

topology and (3) the number of responses returned in a round for a given initial

TTL value. In this context we are interested in finding tight bounds for these

metrics. These bounds will then give us a means to evaluate the efficiency of

tracetree mechanism. In general, we would like to discover a given tree topology
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in the minimum possible time. This time usually depends on the number of

rounds that it takes to discover the topology. In addition, number of rounds

depends on the number of responses collected at each round. Finally, the

number of responses collected at each round depends on the given initial TTL

value. Overall, all of these metrics depend on the size, depth and branching

characteristics of the given tree topology.

Tracetree provides a spectrum of choices for response collection mechanism

(i.e. a spectrum of choices on how to assign initial TTL values for rounds

during the topology discovery) each one having potentially different efficiency

characteristics. In general, during the topology discovery, on-tree routers may

not know the branching and depth characteristics of the subtree rooted at

themselves. This makes it difficult for an arbitrary response collection mech-

anism (i.e. for an arbitrary TTL scoping procedure) to bound the number of

responses to be received from the subtree rooted at this router.

Even though efficiency is an important concern for tracetree, we believe that

in general the scalability (prevention from response implosion at the querier) is

a more important characteristics in terms of deploy-ability of the mechanism.

Given the fact that tracetree is at least as effective as the alternative mecha-

nisms for the task, any tracetree response collection mechanism that is more

efficient than the alternative approaches is acceptable for us.

In the rest of this section, we present an example response collection mecha-

nism that gives reasonably good bounds on the efficiency parameters. Accord-

ing to this mechanism, the querier starts the topology discovery with an initial

TTL value of one. In this round, the querier learns the number of children that

the queried router has on the tree. In the next round, the querier uses a TTL

value large enough to reach the children of this router on the tree. At the end

of this round, the querier receives responses from the routers on the second
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level (children of the first queried router). At this point, the querier sends

parallel query messages to each of these routers with TTL values large enough

to reach their children only. We call these parallel rounds phases. This way,

by running these parallel queries, the querier propagates on the tree level by

level until it reaches the edge routers on the receiver sites. As a result, in this

mechanism, the number of responses in each round (efficiency metric 3 above)

is bounded and this bound is equal to the given TTL value. On the other hand,

the number of rounds is equal to the maximum depth the tree depthmax (i.e.

depth of the farthest edge router from the root). But this information may not

be known at the querier site initially. Instead, we can approximate this value

by the maximum path length in the network depthnetwork. Therefore, this gives

us an upper bound on the number of rounds (efficiency metric 2 above) during

topology discovery. Finally, in terms of the topology discovery time, due to the

parallel querying we use, this time is bounded by depthmax ∗ RTTmax where

RTTmax is the maximum round trip time between two systems in the network.

Since the querier does not know the depthmax value for the tree, we can approx-

imate it with depthnetwork. As a result, depthnetwork ∗ RTTmax gives an upper

bound for the tree topology discovery time (efficiency metric 1 above).

This response collection mechanism works very similar to the SNMP based

topology discovery mechanism and therefore it may have similar efficiency be-

havior as SNMP-based approach. However, as we will see in Section 7.7, when

used with nr-response mechanism (that is introduced in the previous section),

this approach out-performs all of the alternative approaches in all of the above

efficiency metrics.
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7.6 Related Work

In order to evaluate tracetree, it is important to understand how related

techniques operate. Therefore, in this section, we study the currently available

techniques for topology discovery. There are a number of existing multicast

management tools that collect multicast tree topologies for monitoring pur-

poses. These tools can be grouped into SNMP-based tools and non-SNMP-

based tools. In this section, we briefly describe mmon and MHealth as example

tools in these groups respectively.

Mmon is an SNMP-based software tool developed at HP Labs[59]. It was de-

veloped primarily for managers of IP multicast networks. Mmon uses a network

map and a number of multicast related MIB tables to discover a multicast tree’s

topology. In practice, SNMP based MIB information in routers are accessible

only by Network Operation Center (NOC) personnel within an administrative

domain. Therefore, mmon is well-suited for use by NOC personnel within a

domain. However, it is not accessible by ordinary end users in the domain and

it is also not usable to discover multicast tree topologies that span multiple do-

mains in the network. As a result, mmon (or any other SNMP-based topology

discovery tool) is effective to discover multicast (sub)tree topologies within a

domain only.

MHealth, the Multicast Health Monitor, is a non-SNMP-based multicast

monitoring tool[58]. It works in the receiver(s)-to-source direction and uses

mtrace and the Realtime Transport Control Protocol (RTCP)[82]. Mtrace[39]

is a multicast version of the traceroute utility. It is used to discover the multicast

path between a given receiver and a source in a multicast group. The trace

starts at the receiver site and works in the reverse direction toward the source

site. Mtrace has two modes of operation: (1) plain mtrace and (2) hop-by-hop
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mtrace. In plain mtrace, each router appends its response block to the request

packet and forwards it to the upstream router. When the request packet reaches

the first hop router at the source site, it contains the complete path information.

If plain mtrace is not successful, it switches to the hop-by-hop mode. Hop-by-

hop mtrace works similarly to traceroute. Requests start with a TTL of one

and is incremented after successfully receiving a response from the routers.

One requirement of mtrace-based approaches is to know identities of each and

every receiver in a multicast group. MHealth uses RTCP reports to collect

this information. RTCP is defined as part of the Realtime Transport Protocol

(RTP). RTCP specifies periodic transmission of control packets by all group

members to all other group members. These control packets are sent to the

session group address and are expected to be received by all session members.

An advantage of MHealth over the SNMP-based tools is that it is a user-level

tool and it can work on an inter-domain scale. On the other hand, MHealth

depends on RTCP data which is unreliable (i.e. one may not learn a com-

plete set of receivers in a multicast group). In addition, emerging multicast

routing protocols, e.g. Source Specific Multicast (SSM)[47], break the RTCP

mechanism by allowing only the session source to transmit data to the group

multicast address. Finally and most importantly, MHealth can only be used to

discover tree topologies where the application layer transport mechanism uses

RTP protocol. That is to say, MHealth is effective for only a subset of multicast

applications that uses RTP as the transport protocol.

7.7 Evaluations

In this section, we provide our evaluations of the tracetree mechanism. First,

we look at effects of a number of multicast session and/or network dynamics
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on the topology discovery. These include multicast tree shape, the initial TTL

value of tracetree request packets and the existence of non-compliant routers

on the multicast tree. In addition, we compare tracetree to other alternative

mechanisms in terms of topology discovery time and topology discovery over-

head. In the evaluations, when appropriate, we simulate the topology discovery

techniques using the ns-2 network simulator[36]. We generate realistic multi-

cast tree topologies using a data set collected by Chalmers and Almeroth. We

start this section by introducing our data set that is used in the simulations.

7.7.1 Data Set

In our simulations, we use three different data sets each one including around

65 tree topologies. These tree topologies are generated by using mwalk[24] tool

on realistic multicast network topology maps. These maps are collected by

tracing multicast paths between three different source sites and a large num-

ber of external IP addresses[25]. The source sites are located at Georgia Tech

(GaTech), UC Santa Barbara (UCSB) and University of Oregon (UofO). The

external IP addresses have been known to have participated in multicast groups

at some point over the last 10 years[6]. These IP addresses were collected by

the mlisten[7] tool which joins multicast groups advertised on the well-known

Session Announcement Protocol (SAP) address (SAP.MCAST.NET) and col-

lects RTCP packets from the group members. These traces were conducted

in December 2001 and they represent the multicast network topology at that

time.

The mwalk tool provides an interface that is used to generate multicast

tree topologies for a given number of receivers. The tool randomly chooses the

receivers on the topology map and then constructs the multicast tree connecting
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the source and the receivers to each other on the topology map. Since tracetree

works with internal routers and does not deal with receivers, we remove the

session receivers and use only the resulting tree topologies for our simulations.

Note that since the trees are created based on the given receiver size, the

number of routers in the resulting multicast tree topologies is determined based

on the existing data set. Tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 give various characteristics

of our sample tree topologies. In these tables we present tree characteristics

corresponding to GaTech data set only. Table 7.1 gives the number of leaf,

branching and relay routers for each tree topology. Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 show

depth and branching characteristics of our sample tree topologies respectively.

On Table 7.2, we show a 5-bucket histogram presenting depth characteristics of

each tree topology. In this table, a tuple (X,Y) at each cell indicates the number

of elements, X, in the bucket and the median depth value, Y, of the elements

in this bucket. The bucketization is such that the first cell of the histogram

(first column) corresponds to tree paths with depths 1 to 5, the second cell is

for paths with depths 6 to 10, etc. In Table 7.3, we show a 6-bucket histogram

presenting branching characteristics of the tree topologies in a similar way.

For each tree topology, we assume that the querier is located at the root of

the multicast tree. In addition, we use BGP tables to map IP addresses to

their corresponding AS numbers. Based on this mapping, we divide the tree

topologies into a backbone network and edge networks and assign random link

delays from 0-5 ms interval to edge network links and random link delays from

5-20 ms interval to backbone network links. Figure 7.5 shows an example tree

topology used in our simulations.
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Table 7.1: Tree Characteristics for GaTech Dataset

Size # Leaf #Branch #Relay Size # Leaf #Branch #Relay

54 8 8 38 234 49 32 153

58 10 8 40 247 48 25 174

63 10 7 46 248 47 29 172

65 9 8 48 250 51 30 169

68 10 9 49 257 59 36 162

69 10 8 51 260 52 32 176

73 10 7 56 265 47 27 191

78 10 7 61 269 60 37 172

100 21 14 65 277 63 37 177

111 18 12 81 279 62 36 181

114 23 13 78 287 61 39 187

123 19 11 93 304 65 40 199

127 21 14 92 305 62 40 203

134 21 11 102 309 67 41 201

136 21 12 103 318 65 43 210

138 23 15 100 432 109 63 260

141 24 16 101 451 110 61 280

145 20 12 113 454 102 60 292

170 38 21 111 462 105 63 294

173 33 19 121 468 111 67 290

176 36 23 117 476 109 69 298

195 36 20 139 479 115 70 294

198 37 21 140 489 108 65 316

200 36 22 142 518 117 72 329

205 39 21 145 591 158 88 345

209 38 23 148 629 169 100 360

213 41 25 147 632 165 95 372

219 39 24 156 651 172 103 376

222 49 28 145 653 169 101 383

225 47 28 150 807 224 125 458

227 43 27 157 824 233 127 464

231 48 33 150 889 262 140 487
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Table 7.2: Tree Depth Characteristics for GaTech Dataset

Tree Depth Characteristics Tree Depth Characteristics
Size (5 Bucket Histogram) Size (5 Bucket Histogram)

1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21- 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-

54 0,- 2,10 5,13 1,16 0,- 234 3,2 14,9 28,13 4,18 0,-

58 1,1 3,10 6,13 0,- 0,- 247 1,1 15,9 28,13 4,19 0,-

63 1,1 5,8 3,14 1,18 0,- 248 2,3 11,9 26,13 7,16 1,24

65 1,2 2,9 5,13 1,16 0,- 250 1,1 13,8 33,13 4,20 0,-

68 1,1 3,9 4,13 2,16 0,- 257 3,2 15,9 39,13 2,17 0,-

69 0,- 3,8 7,14 0,- 0,- 260 2,2 9,9 32,13 9,17 0,-

73 0,- 2,10 8,13 0,- 0,- 265 1,1 9,9 30,13 6,18 1,24

78 0,- 3,10 6,14 1,20 0,- 269 2,2 17,8 37,13 4,19 0,-

100 1,1 5,9 15,13 0,- 0,- 277 2,3 23,9 34,13 4,17 0,-

111 1,1 4,8 11,13 2,20 0,- 279 2,2 19,9 31,13 7,17 3,26

114 1,1 9,9 13,13 0,- 0,- 287 2,2 14,9 39,13 5,16 1,22

123 1,1 5,9 12,13 0,- 1,22 304 1,1 21,9 37,13 6,19 0,-

127 1,2 7,10 12,14 1,19 0,- 305 2,2 16,9 39,13 4,18 1,30

134 1,1 7,8 12,13 1,20 0,- 309 3,2 15,9 40,13 8,16 1,26

136 1,1 7,8 12,13 0,- 1,24 318 3,2 14,9 41,13 5,16 2,26

138 1,1 4,9 16,14 2,19 0,- 432 3,2 27,9 66,13 12,17 1,24

141 1,1 4,9 17,13 2,20 0,- 451 3,2 29,9 67,13 9,16 2,26

145 1,1 5,9 11,13 3,19 0,- 454 2,2 24,8 66,13 7,18 3,24

170 2,2 10,10 23,13 3,17 0,- 462 3,2 26,8 64,13 8,16 4,26

173 2,3 14,8 15,13 2,19 0,- 468 2,3 34,9 61,13 12,16 2,26

176 3,2 9,8 22,13 2,20 0,- 476 2,3 26,9 65,13 12,17 4,26

195 3,2 10,9 19,13 4,20 0,- 479 2,2 32,9 68,13 12,18 1,26

198 3,2 12,9 18,13 4,18 0,- 489 2,3 24,9 68,13 10,18 4,26

200 1,1 7,8 23,13 4,19 1,26 518 3,2 27,9 73,13 10,18 4,26

205 1,1 9,9 25,13 4,18 0,- 591 4,2 43,9 93,13 17,17 1,26

209 3,2 10,9 21,13 4,19 0,- 629 4,2 43,9 97,13 22,16 3,26

213 2,2 10,8 24,13 5,16 0,- 632 4,2 41,9 99,13 18,17 3,24

219 1,1 7,9 26,13 3,16 2,26 651 3,2 43,9 103,13 19,17 4,26

222 2,2 12,9 32,13 3,18 0,- 653 3,2 42,9 99,13 21,17 4,26

225 2,3 15,9 28,13 1,16 1,24 807 5,2 57,9 129,13 28,17 5,26

227 1,1 12,9 26,14 3,18 1,30 824 4,2 56,9 140,13 28,17 5,26

231 1,1 11,9 31,13 5,17 0,- 889 5,2 64,9 154,13 34,17 5,26
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Table 7.3: Tree Branching Characteristics for GaTech Dataset

Tree Branching Characteristics Tree Branching Characteristics
Size (6 Bucket Histogram) Size (6 Bucket Histogram)

1 2 3 4-5 6-10 11- 1 2 3 4-5 6-10 11-

54 39,1 7,2 0,- 0,- 0,- 0,- 234 153,1 23,2 6,3 2,4 1,8 0,-

58 40,1 7,2 1,3 0,- 0,- 0,- 247 174,1 16,2 2,3 6,4 1,9 0,-

63 46,1 5,2 2,3 0,- 0,- 0,- 248 172,1 23,2 3,3 2,5 0,- 1,11

65 49,1 6,2 1,3 0,- 0,- 0,- 250 169,1 20,2 5,3 4,4 1,9 0,-

68 49,1 9,2 0,- 0,- 0,- 0,- 257 162,1 24,2 8,3 3,5 1,8 0,-

69 52,1 5,2 2,3 0,- 0,- 0,- 260 176,1 22,2 6,3 3,4 1,8 0,-

73 57,1 3,2 3,3 0,- 0,- 0,- 265 191,1 17,2 5,3 4,4 1,7 0,-

78 62,1 3,2 3,3 0,- 0,- 0,- 269 172,1 26,2 8,3 1,4 2,10 0,-

100 65,1 10,2 3,3 1,5 0,- 0,- 277 177,1 26,2 6,3 3,4 1,6 1,11

111 81,1 8,2 3,3 1,4 0,- 0,- 279 181,1 24,2 5,3 6,4 1,8 0,-

114 78,1 8,2 4,3 0,- 1,7 0,- 287 187,1 29,2 5,3 4,4 1,9 0,-

123 93,1 6,2 3,3 2,4 0,- 0,- 304 199,1 29,2 7,3 3,5 0,- 1,11

127 93,1 8,2 4,3 1,5 0,- 0,- 305 203,1 28,2 8,3 3,4 1,8 0,-

134 102,1 6,2 3,3 1,4 1,6 0,- 309 201,1 28,2 7,3 5,4 1,9 0,-

136 103,1 10,2 0,- 1,4 1,8 0,- 318 210,1 33,2 5,3 3,4 2,8 0,-

138 100,1 10,2 3,3 2,4 0,- 0,- 432 260,1 45,2 7,3 8,4 2,7 1,12

141 101,1 12,2 2,3 2,5 0,- 0,- 451 280,1 36,2 14,3 9,4 1,7 1,11

145 113,1 9,2 1,3 1,4 1,6 0,- 454 292,1 41,2 10,3 8,5 0,- 1,12

170 111,1 13,2 3,3 4,4 1,7 0,- 462 294,1 44,2 12,3 4,4 2,7 1,13

173 121,1 13,2 3,3 2,4 1,8 0,- 468 290,1 47,2 11,3 6,4 2,7 1,11

176 117,1 18,2 2,3 2,4 1,8 0,- 476 298,1 50,2 11,3 6,5 1,6 1,11

195 139,1 13,2 3,3 3,4 1,8 0,- 479 294,1 48,2 12,3 8,4 1,7 1,11

198 140,1 15,2 4,3 1,5 1,10 0,- 489 316,1 47,2 9,3 7,5 1,8 1,11

200 142,1 13,2 6,3 3,4 0,- 0,- 518 329,1 54,2 9,3 6,4 2,7 1,14

205 145,1 11,2 7,3 2,4 1,8 0,- 591 345,1 56,2 18,3 9,4 4,7 1,15

209 148,1 16,2 5,3 1,5 1,8 0,- 629 360,1 68,2 21,3 6,5 4,7 1,15

213 147,1 17,2 5,3 2,4 1,8 0,- 632 372,1 63,2 17,3 12,4 2,8 1,15

219 156,1 16,2 4,3 4,5 0,- 0,- 651 376,1 68,2 21,3 12,4 1,7 1,15

222 145,1 18,2 6,3 2,4 2,8 0,- 653 383,1 65,2 24,3 10,5 1,7 1,15

225 150,1 18,2 5,3 4,4 1,6 0,- 807 458,1 80,2 23,3 17,4 4,8 1,15

227 157,1 18,2 5,3 4,5 0,- 0,- 824 464,1 81,2 22,3 18,4 5,7 1,15

231 150,1 25,2 6,3 1,4 1,8 0,- 889 487,1 89,2 25,3 19,5 5,7 2,15
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Figure 7.5: A sample multicast tree topology.
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7.7.2 Effect of Tree Shape on Topology Discovery

In this subsection, we look at the effect of tree shape on the performance of

tracetree topology discovery. In tracetree, a request packet is assigned an initial

TTL value based on the expected number of responses from the routers in a

round. This value indicates the maximum number of responses to be retrieved

from the routers. However, due to the shape of the multicast trees, the actual

number of responses received may be smaller. Figure 7.6 shows the number

of responses received from our sample tree topologies for three different data

sets. In these figures we present the number of responses returned for a tracetree

query to the first hop routers with an initial TTL value of 100. According to the

figures, depending on the tree shape, the number of responses received may be

significantly different. This behavior is due to the scope calculation performed

at on-tree routers. Since on-tree routers do not know the topology of the

multicast sub-tree below themselves, they optimistically divide the remaining

number of expected responses equally among their downstream neighbors. On

the other hand, a branch of the sub-tree rooted at a router may have fewer

routers than the expected number of responses from that branch. This situation

contributes to the difference between the expected and the actual number of

responses collected in a round. For example, in Figure 7.5, we have a sample

tree topology with 42 routers. The number adjacent to each link shows the IP

TTL values of the tracetree request packets when they arrive to these routers.

For our topology discovery procedure, these numbers also indicate the number

of responses expected from the sub-tree below these links. According to this

figure, we see that three leaf routers (1, 12, and 17) have TTL values larger

than one. On the other hand, the topology discovery prematurely stops due

to scope expiration at routers 21 and 36. Even though the initial TTL value
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(100) is larger than the size of the multicast tree (42), the shape of the tree and

the lack of this knowledge at individual routers prevents us from discovering

the tree topology in one round. As a result, this characteristic should be taken

into consideration in determining the response collecting mechanism to be used

during topology discovery.

One approach to reduce the difference between the initial TTL value and the

number of returned responses is to divide the topology discovery into smaller

rounds. The intuition here is that as we decrease the initial TTL value, the pos-

sibility that tracetree request packets with large TTL values reach leaf routers

becomes smaller. Therefore, the number of returned responses gets closer to

the initial TTL value. In addition, a number of tracetree requests with this

characteristics can be run in parallel to speed up topology discovery for a given

large tree.

In order to observe the effect of initial TTL value on topology discovery, we

run simulations with different initial TTL values (TTL values of 25, 50, 75, 100,

150, 200, 255). Figure 7.7 shows the ratio of the number of returned responses

to a given initial TTL value (response-to-TTL ratio) for TTL values of 25,

100, and 255. According to this figure, as the initial TTL value decreases, the

number of returned responses gets closer to it. In the figure, the improvements

for GaTech and UofO data sets are low. This is mainly because most of the tree

topologies in these data sets have leaf routers very close to the root (1 or 2 hops

away). These short paths cause waste of TTL values during topology discovery

and contribute to this result. At this point, as a performance improvement, as

soon as the querier receives responses from the routers on these short paths, it

can re-use the un-used TTL values by issuing additional queries to appropriate

on-tree routers.
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Figure 7.6: Num. of responses - no non-compliant routers.
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7.7.3 Effect of Non-Compliant Routers on Discovery

The existence of non-compliant routers on the multicast tree may also affect

the tracetree topology discovery. As we discussed before, this is due to the fact

that non-compliant routers use standard TTL decrement operation and this

may interfere with the scoping mechanism used for tracetree request packets.

In this part of the evaluations, we run simulations to observe the effect of

non-compliant routers on the number of responses collected in a round. We

run simulations for a number of different non-compliant ratios including 5%,

10%, 15%, 20% and 25%. That is, for each tree topology, we randomly select

a number of routers as being non-compliant according to these probabilities.

Since the success of tracetree mechanism depends on router participation in

the network, we believe that higher ratios would most likely prevent us from

successfully discovering tree topologies using tracetree. For this reason, we do

not consider cases with higher non-compliant ratios.

We run tracetree starting from the root of the tree with an initial TTL

value of 100. In the first set of simulations, in order to see the effect of non-

compliant routers on the number of collected responses, we do not use any

mechanisms to correct the effect of non-compliant routers. This means that

compliant routers use modified-TTL-based scoping and non-compliant routers

use standard TTL-based scoping for the tracetree request packets. For ease

of reference, we call this approach as no-ABF approach. The top figures in

Figures 7.8 and 7.9 present the results for 5% and 25% non-compliant cases

respectively. These figures compare the number of responses collected in cases

with and without non-compliant routers. Note that non-compliant routers do

not necessarily result in an increase in the number of responses. In fact, if non-

compliant routers are not branching routers, then they may cause a decrease
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in the number of responses as seen in a number of cases in the figures. This is

because non-compliant routers do not send any responses back to the querier.

In Section 7.3.2, we presented an approach for correcting the effect of non-

compliant routers by using an Average Branching Factor (ABF). In this second

part of the simulations, in order to show the effect of ABF-based TTL re-

computation, we run simulations by using 1.57 as an approximation to the

ABF value. The bottom figures in Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show the results for 5%

and 25% non-compliant cases respectively. According to these figures, for the

specific topologies that we use in our simulations, the ABF of 1.57 gives closer

results to the no non-compliant case compared to the no-ABF case.

So far, we have seen various characteristics of the tracetree mechanism.

Based on these observations, in the next subsection we introduce three alter-

native implementations of tracetree and use them in our simulations comparing

tracetree with the alternative approaches.

7.7.4 Implementation of Topology Discovery Approaches

In this subsection, we describe our implementations of the alternative topol-

ogy discovery approaches used in our comparisons. We implemented an im-

proved version of mtrace-based approach, the standard SNMP-based approach

and three variations of tracetree-based approach.

As a general policy, we try to discover the tree topologies in the shortest

possible time. For this we use the maximum possible parallelization for each of

the alternative approaches. However, in order to prevent from response implo-

sion problem at the querier, we divide the topology discovery task into rounds

and use a maximum threshold value for the expected number of response mes-

sages in each round. A round includes sending out the query messages to the
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network and collecting all the responses coming from relevant routers in the

network. In the case of mtrace and SNMP-based approaches, the maximum

threshold value limits the number of parallel queries to be sent out and in the

case of tracetree approaches, it limits the initial TTL values used in the request

packets. Having mentioned this policy, next we briefly describe the implemen-

tation of each alternative approaches:

Mtrace-based approach: At each round, querier sends parallel hop-by-hop

mtrace queries to the edge routers at the receiver sites. The number of such

queries is limited by the maximum threshold value. In this approach, a path

discovery stops at a branching router on the multicast tree that has already

been traced by another mtrace request. This prevents us from incuring redun-

dant overhead during the topology discovery.

SNMP-based approach: In this approach, starting from the first hop router

at the session source site, the querier sends SNMP queries to on-tree routers

and learns the identities of down stream routers below these routers. In the

next round, it sends parallel queries to these newly learned routers to learn

the similar information. In this way, the topology discovery progresses level

by level. The number of parallel queries is limited by the maximum threshold

value.

Tracetree1 approach: In this approach, querier sends a query message to the

first hop router with an initial TTL value of maximum threshold value indicat-

ing the number of responses it expect from the network. After collecting all

the responses, the querier identifies the new set of on-tree routers from the in-

coming responses. Then, it divides the maximum threshold value among these

routers and sends parallel queries to these routers. Topology discovery ends

when the querier receives response messages from all the edge routers at re-

ceiver sites.
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Tracetree2 approach: This approach uses the nr-responding mechanism. Quer-

ier sends a query to the first hop router with a TTLnr value large enough to

reach to the branching and/or leaf routers on the next level of the tree. Since

the querier may not know the branching characteristics of the first hop router,

this query may get a special treatment in the sense that on receiving the query

message, the first hop router creates the request packets and sends them on the

multicast tree with TTLnr value of one. These requests propagate on the tree

until they reach branching or leaf routers. After receiving the responses from

these routers, querier sends new query messages to the branching routers that

it received responses from in the previous round. Based on the branching infor-

mation that the querier learns from the incoming responses, it assigns TTLnr

values of one to these new queries so that, once forwarded by these router, the

request messages can only reach to branching and/or leaf routers on the next

level of the tree. The number of parallel queries in this approach is controlled in

such a way that the number of expected responses is limited by the maximum

threshold value. As an example, consider the tree topology presented in Figure

7.5. In this example, on receiving a query message, the first hop router, 0,

creates its own response and sends it back to the querier. Then it creates and

forwards request packets with TTLnr of one on its outgoing interfaces. When

router 1 receives this request, it creates a response and sends it back to the

querier. The request packet on the other branch propagates until it reaches

router 6. All the routers on the path appends their responses to the end of this

request packet. Router 6 sends the accumulated responses back to the querier.

On receiving the response from router 6, querier creates a new query and sends

it to router 6 with TTLnr value of 3. On receiving this new query, router 6

creates its response and sends it back to querier and then creates new request

packets and forwards them on its outgoing interfaces with TTLnr value of one.
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This process continues until we reach all the edge routers at receiver sites.

Tracetree3 approach: Similar to the above case, this approach uses nr-

responding mechanism. However, the first round uses maximum threshold value

as the initial TTLnr value, and, in the consecutive rounds, the querier divides

the maximum threshold value among the routers to be queried.

7.7.5 Topology Discovery Time

In this section, we compare the topology discovery times of the alternative

approaches. Topology discovery time highly depends on the shape of the mul-

ticast tree and a number of parameters specific to each approach. More specif-

ically, in the case of tracetree, the branching factors of internal tree routers, the

number of responses requested in each round (by the querier) and the round

parallelization factor affect the topology discovery time. Similarly, for mtrace-

based approach the number of leaf routers, and for SNMP-based approach the

branching factor of internal tree routers affect the topology discovery time.

For comparisons, we run simulations on our sample tree topologies. In the

simulations, we use the maximum threshold values as a common parameter

across all the alternative approaches. We run simulations with seven different

threshold values: 25, 50, 75, 100, 200 and 255. It is expected that the larger

the threshold value gets, the shorter the topology discovery is. In general, we

would like to discover tree topologies in the shortest time while preventing re-

sponse implosion problems at the querier site. From this perspective, having

threshold values as simulation parameters provides us a means to perform fair

comparisons among the alternative approaches. But in reality, achieving the

maximum parallelism bounded by the threshold value may not always be pos-

sible. In the case of mtrace, SNMP, and tracetree2 approaches, the number
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of nodes that can be queried/traced in parallel may be less than the given

threshold value. In the case of tracetree1 and tracetree3 approaches, we may

encounter a different situation. According to Figure 7.7, for most of the cases,

the number of responses to TTL ratio (response-to-TTL ratio) is around or

smaller than 0.5 except for the case with TTL of 25 for UCSB data set. Based

on this observation, for the cases in which we want tracetree1 or tracetree3

to return relatively large number of responses (100 or more), we can choose

the TTL value by considering the response-to-TTL ratio and increase the TTL

value by a factor of 2. Even though we do not use this scaling in the simula-

tions, we believe that the performance of tracetree1 and tracetree3 approaches

could be further improved.

In Figures 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12 we show the results of the simulations for

the cases with maximum threshold values of 25, 100 and 255 only for data sets

GaTech, UCSB and UofO respectively. Other cases present similar behavior.

According to the figures, mtrace-based approach takes the longest time for ma-

jority of the cases and it is followed by the SNMP-based approach (except for

the case TTL=25). Even though increasing the threshold value reduces the

topology discovery time for these approaches, it does not seem to affect the

relative performance between them. In addition, the increase in the thresh-

old value does not affect the topology discovery time for relatively small tree

topologies. This is because the threshold value of 25 or 100 already suffices

to achieve the maximum potential parallelism for these cases. Finally, we re-

mind the reader that the results for mtrace-based approach is by assuming that

we know the identities of all the session receivers in the group. However, in

practice, this is not possible for a general case.

Regarding to tracetree-based approaches, these approaches perform bet-

ter (takes shorter time) than the previous two approaches. In the figures,
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tracetree1 takes longer time than SNMP-based approach for TTL=25. How-

ever, according to the simulation results, this relative behavior changes for TTL

values larger than 50 (the case for TTL=50 is not presented in the paper). Ac-

cording to the results, the performance of the tracetree1 approach significantly

improves as the threshold value increases. In addition, with the increase in the

threshold value, the relative performance of tracetree1 and tracetree2 changes

for tree topologies with larger than 300 routers for each data set. This is be-

cause in the case of tracetree1 approach, the increase in the threshold value

helps us to discover larger portions of the tree topologies at each round. On

the other hand, for the case of tracetree2 approach, the threshold value of

100 suffices to achieve the maximum parallelism and any further increase in

the threshold value does not really help to improve the performance. Finally,

tracetree3 approach performs the best almost in all of the cases regardless of

the threshold value used and its performance improves as the threshold value

increases. The performance gain in tracetree3 approach is due to the fact that

only the non-relay (branching and leaf) routers send their responses back to

the querier. According to Table 7.1, these routers form less than 50% of the

topology size in our sample tree topologies. This situation is also in accordance

with the finding of the two previously mentioned studies[24, 67].

One thing that may affect the above results is the possibility of request

and/or response message losses during topology discovery. These losses are

effective in the sense that they may cause delays in topology discovery. In

general, due to the parallelism that we use in each of the alternative approaches,

it is difficult to evaluate the effect of such losses for an arbitrary case. However,

in the worst case, loss of a request or a response message delays the topology

discovery time by one round for all of the alternative approaches.
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Figure 7.10: Time to discover tree topologies (in seconds): GaTech data set.
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Figure 7.11: Time to discover tree topologies (in seconds): UCSB data set.
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Figure 7.12: Time to discover tree topologies (in seconds): UofO data set.
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7.7.6 Topology Discovery Overhead

In this section, we compare the alternative tree topology discovery tech-

niques based on their overhead. We divide the topology discovery overhead

into three parts: (1) router overhead, (2) querier overhead, and (3) network

overhead. The router overhead refers to the amount of work that the routers

perform on receiving a topology discovery request. Different topology discov-

ery approaches may incur different level of processing overhead on the routers.

Comparing these approaches in terms of router overhead would require actual

analysis on prototype implementations of the approaches and is therefore be-

yond the scope of our work. However, in tracetree-based approaches, routers

are expected to create a response message and send it back to the querier. In

addition, routers modify several values in the tracetree protocol header in the

request packet and forward it on their outgoing interfaces on the multicast tree.

In order to understand the relative performance of the alternative ap-

proaches, we examine the number of visits to on-tree routers. We assume that

for all the approaches, the processing overhead at each visit is comparable.

Then, we look at only the total number of visits to on-tree routers. This gives

us a simple yet useful metric to compare the router overhead. In the SNMP-

based approach, each router is visited only once. In the case of tracetree, each

router is visited once during a round. If the discovery process takes more than

one round, each additional round increases the number of visits by one. In the

case of mtrace-based approach, routers on a multicast path are visited one or

more times depending on their location on the multicast tree.

Figures 7.13, 7.14 and 7.15 show the total number of visits to routers in

GaTech, UCSB and UofO data sets respectively. According to the figures,

mtrace-based approach has the largest number of visits to the routers in all
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of the cases. For SNMP-based approach, the number of visits is equal to the

topology size. Regarding the tracetree-based approach, both tracetree2 and

tracetree3 approach perform very close to SNMP-based approach. On the other

hand, tracetree1 incurs more overhead for small initial TTL values. However,

as the initial TTL value increases, both the number of rounds to discover tree

topology and the number of router visits decrease.

Querier overhead refers to the number of responses going back to the querier

site during topology discovery. In SNMP-based approach, this is equal to the

topology size. In tracetree1 approach, it is equal to summation of topology size

and the number of rounds it takes to discover the tree topology. In addition, in

tracetree2 and tracetree3 approaches, it is given by the summation of number

of branching and leaf routers and the number of rounds it takes to discover

the tree topology. Finally, for mtrace-based approach, this number is equal to

the number of (mtrace) rounds it takes to discover the tree topology. Figures

7.16, 7.17 and 7.18 show this overhead for tree topologies in GaTech, UCSB

and UofO data sets respectively.

Finally, network overhead refers to the number of messages (including query

and response messages) exchanged between the querier site and on-tree routers

during topology discovery. Figures 7.19, 7.20 and 7.21 present the network over-

head of the alternative approaches for GaTech, UCSB and UofO data sets re-

spectively. According to the figures, both tracetree2 and tracetree3 approaches

incurs significantly less overhead than the others. In addition, the overhead of

tracetree1 approach reduces considerably as the initial TTL value increases.

On the other hand, the increase in the initial TTL value does not affect the

performance of mtrace-based and SNMP-based approaches.
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Figure 7.13: Number of visits to routers: GaTech data set.
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Figure 7.14: Number of visits to routers: UCSB data set.
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Figure 7.15: Number of visits to routers: UofO data set.
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Figure 7.16: Number of responses reaching querier: GaTech data set.
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Figure 7.17: Number of responses reaching querier: UCSB data set.
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Figure 7.18: Number of responses reaching querier: UofO data set.
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Figure 7.19: Number of messages exchanged: GaTech data set.
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Figure 7.20: Number of messages exchanged: UCSB data set.
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Figure 7.21: Number of messages exchanged: UofO data set.
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7.8 Deployment Issues

In this section, we discuss potential tracetree deployment issues in the net-

work. One important issue in terms of deployment is security, i.e. the possibil-

ity of using tracetree mechanism for launching denial of service attacks. This

is possible if the tracetree service is accessible by any user. In Section 7.3.3,

we presented mechanisms to make launching these attacks more difficult and

discussed how to reduce the effect of potential attacks. However, these mecha-

nisms may not always be satisfactory for all users. Another alternative would

be to provide the tracetree service in a more controlled manner. For this, we

propose an agent-based tracetree topology collection mechanism. Figure 7.22

shows the agent-based tracetree topology collection operation steps and Figure

7.23 explains these steps in plain English. In this approach, each domain allo-

cates a well-known tracetree agent responsible for running all tracetree queries

in the local domain. All the routers are configured to accept tracetree query

messages only from the local tracetree agent in their domain. Since tracetree

service is limited to support requests coming from a well-known agent site,

secure communication primitives can be used to provide authenticated mes-

sage exchange between the agent site and the routers. Once a tracetree agent

receives a query packet, it runs the query on the local domain and collects

the responses from the routers and then sends them back to the querier as a

single message. In cases where a tree topology spans multiple domains, trace-

tree agents in adjacent domains communicate the query messages between each

other so that all the tracetree agents in respected domains trace the portions

of the multicast tree in their own domains and then send their responses back

to the original querier. In this case, from the querier’s point of view, a given

query results in number-of-domains-involved many responses. We believe that
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this number should be a small number and therefore does not pose a substan-

tial threat in terms of denial of service attacks. In addition, in an agent-based

deployment scenario, tracetree agents can cache the collected topology and use

this information for subsequent queries. Moreover, agents can perform addi-

tional operations such as hiding the actual IP addresses of the routers in order

to protect privacy of the internal network topology.

Another issue in terms of deployment is the fact that the tracetree mecha-

nism works with the existing multicast forwarding state in the routers. In this

respect, it is independent of the multicast routing protocol used to create this

forwarding state. We believe that this characteristic is encouraging in terms

of ease-of-deployment in the current Internet. On the other hand, tracetree

may suffer from a number of disadvantages. The existence of non-compliant

routers may interfere with the topology discovery operation. In Section 7.3.2,
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1. Querier sends a query packet to first hop router 1.
2. The first hop router 1 responds with the address of the

the tracetree agent Agent A.
3. Querier sends its query to Agent A.
4. Agent A sends a query to first hop router 1. During topology

discovery, on-tree routers in Domain A send their responses
back to Agent A.

5. When router 4 receives a request from router 3 it sends
the address of Agent B to request destination i.e. Agent A.

6. Agent A forwards query to Agent B.
7. Agent B sends a query to router 4. During topology

discovery, on-tree routers in Domain B send their responses
back to Agent B.

8. Agent A sends the collected responses back to the querier.
9. Agent B sends the collected responses back to the querier.

Figure 7.23: Topology discovery steps in Figure 7.22.

we presented approaches that use an Average Branching Factor (ABF) to cor-

rect the effect of non-compliant routers and take action based on this corrected

value. But it may not always be easy to choose an appropriate ABF factor.

If the ABF factor is too small or too large, it may cause potential scalability

problems. Similar to the case with non-compliant routers, routers under heavy

workload tend to ignore IP router alert options and forward the packets with-

out doing any processing on them. This means that tracetree compliant routers

under heavy workload may act as non-compliant routers. In addition, tracetree

returns only the multicast topology and it is insensitive to encapsulations used

in some multicast routing protocols, e.g. PIM-SM.

Finally, tracetree depends on routers to participate in the topology discov-
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ery. From this perspective, during the initial deployment of the service we may

have a large number of non-compliant routers in the network. In this situa-

tion, tracetree may not be very effective. However, as with every other new

functionality that is developed and deployed in the network, it is reasonable to

expect that after a transition period, tracetree will become a default function

provided by all router vendors, and, therefore when deployed in a network, it

will perform its functionality at a satisfactory level.

7.9 A Stateful Approach

In this section we present an alternative mechanism for tree topology dis-

covery in the source-to-receivers direction. This approach differs from trace-

tree mainly in terms of the way it collects the response messages from on-tree

routers. We call this approach as stateful approach as it requires on-tree routers

to more actively participate in the response collection mechanism. Tracetree

relies on each router sending its repsonse message to the querier. The main

focus in the stateful approach is to reduce the messaging overhead at the querier

by moving the complexity to the routers. In this approach, routers send their

responses back toward the session source instead of the querier. Routers on

the tree keep temporary state and store partial topology information. In for-

warding requests, routers start a timer and wait for a period of time to receive

responses from downstream links. All the incoming responses are temporarily

stored in a reserved memory location. At the end of a timeout period or after

the routers receive a response from all downstream links, they append the re-

ceived response messages to their own response block and send them back to

the upstream router. In the case of the first hop router, it sends the accumu-

lated responses back to the querier. Therefore, in this approach the number of
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actual messages going back to the querier reduces significantly (ideally one re-

sponse message containing (potentially partial) topology information per given

query).

In the stateful approach, the scope of request packets is controlled by using

the size/memory limit in the incoming request packet or in the router. Upon

receiving a query message, the first hop router determines the amount of storage

space that it can reserve for this query. Then, it informs the downstream routers

about this size limit in its request packet. Similarly, on-tree routers compare

the expected size value with the amount of memory that they can reserve for

the request. If the scope of a request message is not large enough to forward,

then the router immediately sends its response back to the upstream router

leaving topology discovery for this subtree to a future round.

In this approach, routers keep timers while waiting for response messages

from their downstream neighbors. In order to prevent premature timeout ex-

pirations, routers should select the timeout values carefully and should inform

their downstream routers about it. Note that using short timeout values may

cause premature scope expirations. That is, even a request packet has large

enough size limit to be forwarded down, a short timeout duration set by an

upstream router may prevent it from being forwarded down in the tree.

One advantage of the stateful approach is the significant reduction in the

number of response messages going back to the querier. This characteristics also

significantly reduces the use of the topology discovery mechanism for launching

third party denial of service attacks at some victim sites. On the other hand, the

main disadvantage of this approach is the overhead of keeping state information

in the routers. In addition, based on the tree topologies in the network, the

timing mechanisms required to control the response collection from downstream

routers may become very complex. Because of these difficulties, in our work,
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we did not pursue this alternative approach any further.

7.10 Conclusions

In this work, we have proposed a mechanism, tracetree, for multicast tree

topology discovery. Tracetree requires relatively little additional router support

and relies only on forwarding state. We argued that the alternative approaches

(SNMP-based and mtrace-based approaches) have requirements or limitations

that significantly limit their usage for topology discovery (see Section 7.6). Un-

like these approaches, tracetree does not have such requirements. A benefit of

tracetree is that it provides tight control on the number of request messages

that are forwarded throughout the tree. In this respect, we discussed a number

of issues related to tracetree-based topology discovery. In addition, we evalu-

ated tracetree by comparing it to the alternative approaches. We showed that

tracetree is comparable or superior to the alternative approaches in terms of

topology discovery overhead and topology discovery time. In addition, tracetree

can be used in both intra- and inter-domain and it can tolerate the existence

of non-compliant routers in the multicast tree. We believe that our technique

provides a scalable and efficient way to discover a multicast tree’s topology in

real-time while requiring marginal additional functionality in routers.

7.11 Future Work

As follow up work, we are planning to implement tracetree functionality on

a software router environment (i.e. Click Modular Router[55]) and test it on a

medium size (20-30 node) experimental network environment. This implemen-

tation exercise will enable us to better understand the details of tracetree based
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topology discovery operation. One important issue in tracetree is availability of

a fairly capable querier software module. This is important because the querier

needs to make a number of critical decisions potentially affecting accuracy as

well as efficiency of tracetree. These include detecting loss information, detect-

ing topology changes in the network, computing the appropriate initial TTL

values to be used during topology discovery, etc. As part of future work, we are

planning to implement a sample querier module. One final future work dimen-

sion that we are planning to pursue is to integrate tracetree functionality with

a number of existing/proposed multicast network monitoring and management

tools/systems such as mtrace and MRM.
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Conclusions

Any service in the Internet starts with the development of the service infras-

tructure and its deployment in the network. Then, the success of this service

greatly depends on performing the necessary management tasks to verify its

availability and maintain its robustness in the network. The life cycle of a

networking service can be visually represented in a simple graph as shown in

Figure 8.1-a.

For multicast, monitoring and management tasks are critically important.

Currently, multicast service is in its deployment phase in the Internet. Even

though there are many Internet Service Providers (ISPs) supporting multicast

service in their networks, multicast has not yet received a global deployment

in the Internet. In this situation, having a highly available and highly robust

multicast service in the existing multicast infrastructure (i.e. portion of the

Internet supporting the multicast service) will encourage other ISPs to de-

ploy the service in their networks and application providers to consider using

multicast as the communication model in their applications. Eventually these

deployment and management efforts will result in having multicast as a stan-
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Figure 8.1: A network service and service management life cycles.

dard networking service in the Internet. In addition, since multicast is the

first value-added service deployed in the network, the success of multicast will

help/encourage other value-added network services, such as quality-of-service

(QoS), to be developed and deployed in the Internet scale.

Our focus in this dissertation has been developing necessary mechanisms

for a number of critical network monitoring and management tasks. As we

mentioned previously, one of the first management tasks is to verify the avail-

ability of the service and maintain its robustness in the network. Without

these accomplished, we cannot really talk about the existence of the service in

the network and cannot expect application developers to use multicast in their

applications. According to Figure 8.1-b, from a network management point-of-

view, this task requires ability to detect and isolate potential problems in the

network. For multicast, problem detection requires monitoring multicast data

transfer activity in the network. This monitoring is usually referred to as reach-

ability monitoring. Once we detect the existence of potential problems through

this monitoring, in the next step, we need to locate and isolate these problems

in the network. Since the multicast service depends on multicast forwarding
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trees created and maintained dynamically by the routers in the network, this

task usually requires collecting multicast tree topology information from inside

of the network. Finally, based on the nature of the identified problem, network

operators are expected to remove the problem or take necessary pre-cautions

to avoid it in the future. Based on these observations, in this dissertation we

developed systems and protocols for detecting and isolating multicast problems

in the network.

As part of our work, we conducted a survey study of the existing multicast

monitoring tools/systems. In this survey, we provided a taxonomy of existing

tools/systems. We classified these tools based on their functionality and showed

various types of interactions/relations among them. In addition, as part of this

classification effort, we identified a number of characteristics that are useful in

evaluating as well as designing and developing multicast monitoring systems.

Based on our classification of multicast monitoring tools, in Chapter 3, we

developed a generic architecture for multicast monitoring systems. In this

architecture, we identified the functional components of multicast monitoring

tools/systems as being (1) agent configuration step, (2) actual monitoring step

and (3) feedback collection step. We believe that this architecture captures the

essential components of most monitoring tools/systems. Later on, we used this

architecture and the set of characteristics in evaluating our sdr-monitor and

MRM work in Sections 4.4 and 6.3 respectively.

In the next part of our work, we mainly focused on developing necessary

mechanisms for monitoring multicast reachability in the network. In Chapter

4, we presented sdr-monitor as an application layer reachability monitoring

system. Sdr-monitor uses the existing session announcement mechanism to

monitor multicast reachability in the inter-domain scale. Sdr-monitor period-

ically collects and compares the available session announcements from a num-
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ber of participant sites and presents the results in a continuously updated web

page. Sdr-monitor has received a very good acceptance by the multicast com-

munity. During the last three years (since April 1999), there has been over 100

people participating in our monitoring effort. During this time, sdr-monitor

web site has been receiving 300-400 hits per day and multicast users have

been frequently using this web site to learn the reachability status of their an-

nouncements as well as detecting potential multicast problems in the network.

In addition to this real time monitoring, we also archived the data presented

on this web site and conducted analysis on this data set to understand long

term reachability characteristics of the global multicast infrastructure. In our

analysis, we showed that problems existed and we quantified and characterized

these problems. In addition, during this project, we learned valuable lessons in

terms of understanding the requirements of multicast reachability monitoring

tasks. In the next part of our work, we used this experience to develop a more

systematic approach for reachability monitoring.

In Chapter 5, we developed a more systematic approach for reachability

monitoring tasks. We provided a classification of the reachability monitoring

systems based on the generic architecture introduced in Section 3.2. We identi-

fied the functional components of this architecture in the context of reachability

monitoring task. We discusses a number of alternative techniques for realizing

each of these functional steps and discussed their advantages and disadvantages.

As an example, we identified the feedback collection step as the most critical

functional step in terms of defining the complexity and the overhead of a reach-

ability monitoring system. We identified a number of alternative approaches for

feedback collection each one having different scalability characteristics. Using

simulations, we compared their performance in different situations and provided

some guidelines on when to use each alternative approach. Finally, in order to
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show that our generic architecture is valid as well as useful, in Chapter 6, we

used it to evaluate an already existing protocol, Multicast Reachability Moni-

tor (MRM) protocol. In our evaluations, we identified a number of drawbacks

of the initial MRM protocol specification and found some room for potential

improvement. Based on these findings, we improved the protocol specification

to better support inter-domain multicast reachability monitoring tasks. More

specifically, we proposed a standard mechanism for collecting a richer set of

statistics from monitoring agents; we introduced additional security options

to protect end-host based monitoring agents from excessive workload; we pro-

posed a number of additional scalable feedback report collection mechanisms;

and finally we extended the protocol specification to better provide means to

simulate actual session traffic characteristics in active monitoring test scenarios.

Finally, in the last part of our work, we focus on problem isolation for

multicast and developed a mechanism to collect multicast related information

from inside of the network. Since the multicast service depends on creation

and maintenance of multicast forwarding trees in the network, availability of

this information helps locate and isolate multicast problems in the network.

Based on this observation, in Chapter 7, we developed tracetree as a new ap-

proach for discovering multicast tree topologies in the network. Tracetree uses

the existing multicast forwarding state in the network. Unlike the other ap-

proaches, tracetree does not have any requirements that would limit its func-

tionality. We identified a number of important issues related to tracetree and

presented our approach to solve each of these issues effectively. In addition,

we evaluated tracetree by comparing it to the alternative approaches in terms

of topology discovery time and topology discovery overhead. We showed that

tracetree is comparable or superior to the alternative approaches. We believe

that our technique provides a scalable and efficient way to discover a multicast
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tree’s topology in real-time while requiring marginal additional functionality in

routers.

There are numerous research problems remaining in the area of multicast

networking. With the introduction of Source Specific Multicast (SSM), one-to-

many data distribution using network layer multicast has a working solution.

However, it is not very clear how to do many-to-many multicast. The initial

Any Source Multicast (ASM) model has not received much acceptance in terms

of deployment in the network. On the other hand, SSM provides a limited

support for many-to-many applications. Therefore, there is still a need for

mechanisms to support large scale many-to-many multicast applications. In

addition, there are other interesting issues such as providing multicast support

for users in non-multicast networks; developing efficient and scalable monitoring

and management mechanisms for multicast; security and group management

issues in multicast communication, etc.

Multicast is one promising technology to cope with the increasing resource

demand of bandwidth hungry network applications such as multimedia-based

network applications. Most of the work in multicast has been in developing

necessary protocols and deploying the service in the Internet. At this point,

one of the next tasks is to verify its proper functioning in the network. In this

dissertation, we focused on solving practical problems that directly affect avail-

ability and robustness of multicast service in the network. First, we identified

the characteristics/requirements of multicast network monitoring and manage-

ment tasks, and, then, we developed mechanisms and protocols to perform a

set of critical multicast network monitoring and management tasks. Part of our

work (sdr-monitor) has already been in use and serving the multicast commu-

nity and we believe that, when deployed in the network, the other part of our

work (MRM and tracetree) will become one of the most useful tools/systems
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Figure 8.2: Our contributions in the area.

for multicast network management. Finally, Figure 8.2 shows a representation

of our work/contributions in the context of multicast service life cycle.
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